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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR TRACKER
CHARACTERIZATION AND VERIFICATION
CROSS -REFERENCE TO RELATED

APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present application claims the benefit of the

following four US provisional applications, all having the
same title and all incorporated herein by reference : Provi
sional Patent Application No. 62/ 342 ,366 , filed May 27 ,

a characterization jig of a characterization system where the
jig comprises mounting locations for the camera and tracker;
[0010 ] FIGS. 5A and 5B depict two views (from the
perspective of a camera ) of the tracker attached to different
tracker mounting locations on a characterization jig com
prising mounting locations configured to receive a tracker;
[0011 ] FIG . 6 shows a plurality of images from an optical
feed of an optical camera ;
[0012 ] FIGS. 7A and 7B are flowcharts showing workflow

2016 , entitled “ Systems and Methods for Tracker Charac

and other computer operations to generate a Tracker Defi

Application No . 62 /354 , 355 , filed Jun . 24 , 2016 ; and Pro

terization operation providing input to localization opera

terization and Verification ” ; Provisional Patent Application
No . 62 /349 , 887, filed Jun . 14 , 2016 ; Provisional Patent

visional Patent Application No. 62 /362,857 , filed Jul. 15 ,

2016 .

FIELD

[0002 ] The present application relates to trackers having

optically detectable features for tracking objects in a space
and more particularly to systems, methods and devices to
calculate a Tracker Definition through characterization , or to

nition ;

[0013 ] FIG . 8 shows a block diagram depicting a charac

tions as an example for clarity ;

[0014] FIGS. 9A and 9B are flowcharts showing workflow
and other computer operations to verify the accuracy of a
tracker ;

[0015 ] FIG . 10 shows a block diagram depicting a veri

fication operation (part of characterization operations) that
provides a Tracker Assessment Parameter to a localization
operation as an example for clarity ;

verify the accuracy of a tracker with respect to a known

[00161 FIGS. 11A and 11B are flowcharts showing work

Tracker Definition . Trackers may include those attached to
bones, instruments or other objects in surgical localization

Assessment Parameter ;

flow and other computer operations to calculate a Tracker

systems.

[0017] FIG . 12 shows a block diagram depicting a veri

BACKGROUND
[0003] Localization systems that use optical sensors to

provides a Tracker Assessment Parameter to a display unit as
an example for clarity ;
[0018 ] FIG . 13 depicts an exemplary characterization
operation to show how inputs are processed in order to

detect and measure a location of an object in space may rely

on the assumption that the optically detectable features of an

object ( or of a tracker attached to the object) are spatially
located in a known pattern or geometry . However, there are

several drawbacks to relying on this assumption . The tracker
or its optically detectable features may be damaged due to
normal wear and tear causing deviations of its physical

geometry . Repeated sterilization to allow use in a sterilized
environment may lead to deformities in physical geometry
that may not be caught through visual inspection . Such
inaccuracies may result in incorrect pose calculation during
localization .

BRIEF SUMMARY
[0004 ] There is a desire to obtain information about the
spatial location of the optically detectable features that are
being tracked or verify the accuracy of the features with
respect to an expected geometry .
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS
[0005 ] Embodiments disclosed herein will be more fully
understood from the detailed description and the corre
sponding drawings , which form a part of this application ,
and in which :
[0006 ] FIG . 1 depicts a localization system using a camera
attached to a patient 's anatomy and a tracker attached to a
surgical instrument in accordance with the prior art;
[0007] FIG . 2 is a block diagram depicting how to detect
a pose of a tracker using an image feed of an optical camera
and a Static Tracker Definition ;
[0008 ] FIG . 3 shows an example of a characterization jig
with a plurality ofmounting locations ;
[ 0009] FIG . 4 shows an embodiment of a localization
system comprising a camera and a tracker being used with

fication operation (part of characterization operations ) that

calculate a Tracker Definition ;

[0019 ] FIG . 14 depicts two sides /components of a kine

matic mount that uses three pairs of attractive magnets and

three pairs of pins and slots as an example for clarity ;

[0020 ] FIG . 15 shows another configuration of a charac
terization jig with one mounting location for a tracker in a
different plane as an example for clarity ;

[0021] FIGS . 16A and 16B shows the components of a
camera with a shroud and a clamp and the assembled shroud ,
camera and clamp assembly ;
[0022 ] FIG . 17 shows calibration divots on another exem
plary configuration of a characterization jig ;
10023 ] FIG . 18 shows a probe with a tracker attached to it
probing divots on a characterization jig ;
[0024 ] FIGS. 19A and 19B are flowcharts showing work
flow and other computer operations to calculate a Tracker

Base Geometry ;

[0025 ) FIG . 20 shows a characterization jig on a lid of a

sterilization tray ;

[0026 ] FIG . 21 illustrates a characterization system using
a handheld camera connected to a computing unit to capture

image data showing both a tracker and a Golden Tracker

separated by a fixed positional relationship ;
[0027 ] FIG . 22A illustrates a configuration of the charac
terization system in which the tracker and the Golden
Tracker are attached to a characterization jig ;

[0028 ] FIG . 22B illustrates a configuration of the charac

terization system in which the tracker, Golden Tracker and
the camera are attached to the characterization jig ;

100291 FIG . 23 illustrates a configuration of the charac
terization system in which the tracker and the Golden

Tracker are attached to each other;
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example for clarity ;
[0033 ] FIG . 27 shows a block diagram illustrating the

[0051] FIG . 45 illustrates a block diagram depicting the
Tracker Assessment Parameter being used in localization
operations to calculate a pose of the tracker ; and
[0052 ] FIG . 46 depicts an exemplary characterization
operation .
[0053] It will be appreciated that for simplicity and clarity
of illustration , elements shown in the figures have not
necessarily been drawn to scale . For example , the dimen
sions of some of the elements may be exaggerated relative
to other elements for clarity .

computer- implemented method respectively to verify the

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
[0054 ] Reference in the specification to “ one embodi

[0030 ] FIGS. 24A and 24B depict a user method and a

computer- implemented method respectively to calculate
tracker definition using the Golden Tracker;

[0031] FIGS. 25A and 25B show block diagrams illustrat
ing the inputs into characterization operations to determine

a tracker definition and the tracker definition being used as

an input into localization operations respectively ;
[0032] FIG . 26 shows a characterization operation as an

inputs into verification operations to assess a tracker ;
0034 ) FIGS. 28A and 28B depict a user method and a

accuracy of a tracker with respect to a Static Tracker
Definition ;

[0035 ] FIG . 29 shows a verification operation using one
[0036 ] FIGS. 30A and 30B depict a characterisation jig as
a vertical plate having trackermounting surfaces on opposite
faces ;
image as an example for clarity ;

[0037] FIG . 31 illustrates a characterization jig with two
tracker mounting locations and a pivot leg , as an example for
clarity ;

[0038 ] FIG . 32 illustrates a system including the jig and an
[ 0039 ] FIG . 33 illustrates the jig being articulated in a

optical sensor connected to a computing unit;

rotatory motion ;
10040 ] FIGS. 34A and 34B illustrate a method of use and
a computer implemented method of use for calculating a

Tracker Definition using image data collected during articu
[0041] FIGS. 35A -35D illustrate examples of when a
sensor is attached to a tool in different applications;

lation ;

10042] FIGS. 36A and 36B are block diagrams illustrating

the inputs into characterization operations that determine a

Tracker Definition and illustrating the output of a charac
terization operation being used as an input in localization

operations;

[ 0043] FIG . 37 shows a characterization operation as an
example for clarity ;
[0044 ] FIGS. 38A and 38B are block diagrams illustrating

ment" , " preferred embodiment" , " an embodiment” , or
“ embodiments” means that a particular feature , structure ,
characteristic , or function described in connection with the
embodiment is included in at least one embodiment, and
may be in more than one embodiment. Also , such phrases in
various places in the specification are not necessarily all

referring to the same embodiment or embodiments.
[0055 ] A computing unit may comprise a laptop , work
station , or other computing device having at least one
processing unit and at least one storage device such as
memory storing software ( instructions and /or data ) as fur
ther described herein to configure the execution of the
computing unit .
[0056 ] A localization system provides spatial localization
of objects (instruments , implants , anatomical structures )
with respect to another object such as a patient' s anatomy.
An example of a localization system is described herein . A

miniature localization system comprising a sensor ( such as
an optical sensor e . g .: a monocular camera ) is used to detect

a tracker comprising optically detectable features of given

shapes ( e . g ., spheres ) arranged in a particular pattern or

constellation . The optically detectable features may be pas
sive ( e . g . constructed from retroreflective materials ) or
active ( e . g . LED light sources). The tracker has a base that

may be used to mount the tracker on the object to be tracked .
The base may comprise a kinematic mount that allows a
repeatable connection between the tracker and the object.

The system further comprises a computing unit that is in

the inputs into characterization operations that assess the
accuracy of a tracker and illustrating the output of a verifi
cation operation being used as an input in localization

communication with the camera . The computing unit
receives a real time feed of images from the camera , extracts
the optically detectable features ( e. g ., sphericalmarkers ) and

and a clamp as individual components , as assembled , and as

the tracker in real-time. By knowing the spatial location of
the optically detectable features ( relative to each other ), the

operations;
[0045 ] FIGS. 39A - 39C show the optical sensor, a shroud
part of a characterization system respectively ;

[0046 ] FIGS. 40A and 40B illustrating two configurations

of a system using a sensor comprising a camera (optical

sensor ) and an accelerometer ( inertial sensor );
[ 0047] FIGS. 41A and 41B illustrate a usermethod and a
corresponding computer implemented method to calculate a
Tracker Definition ;

generates/calculates a six degrees of freedom (DOF ) pose of

computing unit is able to calculate the position of the tracker,
and hence the object to which the tracker is attached . In

order to calculate the pose of the tracker, one or more
geometrical parameters related to the markers , such as the
pattern in which the markers are arranged , the distance

[0048 ] FIG . 42 illustrates a block diagram showing the

between two or more markers , the 3D geometry of the
tracker, etc . are pre -loaded in to the computing unit. This
pre - loaded information is called the Static Tracker Defini

Tracker Definition ;

Definition : e . g . if the tracker is not physically deformed ; if

inputs into a characterization operation to calculate a

[0049] FIG . 43 illustrates a block diagram depicting the
Tracker Definition being used in localization operations to
calculate a pose of the tracker ;
[0050 ] FIG . 44 illustrates a block diagram showing the
inputs into a verification operation to calculate a Tracker

Assessment Parameter to verify the accuracy of a tracker
with respect to a Static Tracker Definition ;

tion in this specification . This is the “ expected ” Tracker

the optically detectable features are located where expected

(by the computing unit); if the geometrical definition of the
tracker conforms to mechanical specifications, etc . The

Static Tracker Definition may be determined during the
manufacturing process through adherence to strict toler

ances described within the mechanical specification of the

tracker. Assuming that the Static Tracker Definition accu
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rately represents the physical tracker during a localization

procedure, instructions executing on the computing unit can

sensor 102, accesses the Static Tracker Definition 204 ( e.g .
in memory 206 ) and performs Localization Operations 208

accurately calculate the pose of the tracker.

in order to calculate the pose of a tracker with respect to the

[0057] However, there are several drawbacks to relying on

the assumption that the Static Tracker Definition accurately

optical sensor 102. The pose of the tracker 210 may then be
used to provide the surgeon real- time intra -operative spatial
measurements to aid the surgical procedure .
[0062] This specification discloses various embodiments

quality of the markers , the accuracy of installation of the

acterization and verification . FIGS . 1 - 2 are relevant to all.

represents the physical tracker. If the tracker relies on
individual markers being attached thereto , the accuracy of
the physical tracker geometry depends on the manufacturing

markers on the tracker, etc . In addition , the tracker may be
damaged due to normal wear and tear causing deviations of
its physical geometry from its Static Tracker Definition .
Repeated sterilization to allow use of the tracker in a
sterilized environment may lead to deformities in its physi

cal geometry thatmay not be caught through visual inspec
tion . Inaccuracies in the Static Tracker Definition may result
in incorrect pose calculation in the localization procedure.
[0058 ] There is a desire to obtain a new Tracker Definition
for a given tracker quickly and accurately and /or to verify
the accuracy of a tracker with respect to the Static Tracker
Definition .

[0059] This specification describes two systems one for

localization and the other for characterization. It is to be
understood that these may be unique systems that utilise the
same hardware such as the camera to capture images and the
computing unit to execute instructions. These systems may
also be distinct units that use different hardware . It is also
possible that these discrete systems communicate with each
other to present a seamless user experience but optionally

of systems and methods and components for tracker char

Tracker Characterization and Verification with Character

ization Jig

[0063] Systems, methods and components for Tracker
Characterization and Verification using Characterization Jig

are described predominantly with reference to FIGS. 1- 19 .
[0064 ] There is disclosed a system comprising: a charac

terization jig comprising: a base; and a plurality ofmounting

locations on the base , each mounting location configured to
selectively receive an optical sensor or a tracker ; and a
computer-readable storage device storing instructions
which , when executed on a computing unit, configure the
computing unit to : receive a first image of the tracker such
that the tracker appears in a field of view of the optical
sensor when one of the tracker and the optical sensor is

attached to a first of the plurality of mounting locations on
the characterization jig and another of the tracker and the

optical sensor is attached to a platform ; receive a second
image of the tracker such that the tracker appears in the field
of view of the optical sensor when at least one of the tracker

and the optical sensor having been attached to the first
mounting locations on the characterization jig and the other

utilise the samehardware . Alternatively , the characterization
system may be used separately from the localization system .
For example , the characterization system may be used as

mounting location is attached to a second of the plurality of

part of quality control at a manufacturing site while manu
facturing a localization system for use in a surgical setting.

platform ; and calculating at least one of: a tracker definition

The hardware and software used to characterize the tracker

may be completely distinct.
[0060 ] FIG . 1 illustrates a localization system 100 where

a sensor comprising an optical sensor ( e . g .: camera ) 102
communicates with a computing unit 104. The terms " opti
cal sensor” and “ camera ” are used interchangeably in this

specification . Images of a tracker 106 comprising optically

detectable features (e . g . markers ) 108 are captured by the

of the tracker and the optical sensor is attached to the

using the first image , the second image , and a spatial
relationship between the first of the plurality of mounting
locations and the second of the plurality of mounting loca
tions; and a tracker assessment parameter using the first

image , the second image , the spatial relationship between
the first of the plurality ofmounting locations and the second
of the plurality of mounting locations, and a static tracker
definition .

optical sensor 102 . The pose (position and orientation ) of the

tracker 106 can be calculated by the computing unit 104 and

[0065 ] The plurality ofmounting locations on the charac
terization jig may be configured to receive optical sensors.

spatial measurements (based on the pose of the tracker ) may

tracker.

computing unit 104. The optical sensor 102 may be a
monocular camera . A monocular camera can be small and

terization jig may be configured to receive trackers . The

table on which the patient is located , to a tool or instrument

sensor. The system may further comprise the optical sensor,
where the optical sensor is configured to attach to the

be displayed on a graphical user interface (GUI) of the
compact. It may be attached to a platform near the operating

used during surgery , or directly to the patient 's anatomy 110 .
The optical sensor 102 may be attached to the platform
through a kinematic mount mechanism . The kinematic

mount mechanism may be on the camera 102 itself or on
another holding mechanism such as a clamp that is config
ured to hold a camera 102 in place by restricting its

movement. The computing unit 104 may use the pose of the
target to further display relevantmeasurements . The tracker
106 may be attached to an object of interest, a surgical

instrument 112 or to the anatomy of a patient 110 .
[0061] A corresponding workflow 200 to calculate the
pose of a tracker 106 in the localization system described
above is illustrated in FIG . 2 . The computing unit 104
receives a real time feed of images 202 from the optical

The characterization jig may provide the platform for the

[0066 ] The plurality of mounting locations on the charac
characterization jig may provide the platform for the optical

platform for the optical sensor on the characterization jig .
[0067] The characterization jig may comprise an identifier
to identify the spatial relationship between at least the first
and the second of the plurality of mounting locations of the
characterization jig . The identifier may be readable by the
optical sensor.
[0068] The characterization jig may be made entirely of
sterilisable material. It may be configured as a part of a lid
of a tray of medical instruments .

[0069] At least one of the first or the second of the

plurality of mounting locations on the characterization jig

may be in a different plane than the other mounting loca
tions.
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[0070 ] User instructions may be displayed to a user on a

least one computing unit , a second image of the tracker

[0071] The computing unit may be configured to calculate

when the tracker is attached to a second of the plurality of
mounting locations on the characterization jig when the

display unit .

the tracker assessment parameter and provide it to a display
unit.

tracker is appearing in the field of view of the optical sensor

attached to the platform ; and calculating, by the at least one

[0072 ] The computing unit may be configured to calculate
the tracker assessment parameter and the system may further

computing unit, a tracker base geometry using the first
image , the second image and the sensor tracker mount

[0073] Atleast one of the tracker definition and the tracker
assessment parameter may be provided for a localization

terization jig : a base ; a plurality ofmounting locations ; and

comprise a display unit to display the tracker assessment
parameter.
procedure .

[0074 ] There is disclosed a computer- implemented

method comprising: receiving , by at least one computing
unit , a first image of a tracker appearing in a field of view
of an optical sensor when one of the tracker and the optical

spatial relationship .

[0078 ] There is disclosed a system comprising: a charac

at least three divots ; and a computer-readable storage
computing unit, configure the computing unit to : receive
divot image data comprising at least three images of a
tracker attached to a calibrated probe while the tracker is
appearing in a field of view of an optical sensor, the optical

medium storing instructions which , when executed on a

sensor is attached to a first mounting location on a charac

sensor attached to a platform , when the probe with the

locations and another of the tracker and the optical sensor is

tracker attached to it is placed in each of at least three of the
divots on the characterization jig ; calculate a sensor tracker

terization jig comprising a base and a plurality of mounting

attached to a platform ; receiving, by the at least one com

puting unit , a second image of the tracker when the one of
the tracker and the optical sensor having been attached to the
first mounting location is attached to a second mounting
location on the characterization jig such that the tracker
appears in the field of view of the optical sensor and the
other of the tracker and the optical sensor is attached to the

mount spatial relationship using the divot image data and a

divot tracker mount spatial relationship ; receive a first image
of the tracker when the tracker is attached to a first of the
plurality of mounting locations on the characterization jig
when the tracker is appearing in the field of view of the

optical sensor attached to the platform ; receive a second

platform ; and calculating , by the at least one computing unit ,

image of the tracker when the tracker is attached to a second
of the plurality ofmounting locations on the characterization

mounting location and the second mounting location ; and a

jig and when the tracker is appearing in the field of view of
the optical sensor attached to the platform ; and calculate a
tracker base geometry using the first image, the second
image and the sensor tracker mount spatial relationship .

at least one of: a tracker definition using the first image , the
second image, and a spatial relationship between the first

tracker assessment parameter using the first image, the
second image, the spatial relationship between the first

mounting location and the second mounting location , and a

100791. The computing unit may be configured to calculate

static tracker definition .

a tracker definition .

[ 0075 ] When the method calculates the tracker definition
the method may provide spatial measurements based on a
pose between the optical sensor and the tracker for intra

capturing the divot image data , calibrate a tip of the probe
by pivoting the probe , having an attached tracker, about a

patient.

tracker appearing in the field of view , and calculate the tip

operative localization with respect to an anatomy of a

[ 0076 ] There is provided a computer- implemented method
comprising: receiving , by at least one computing unit, a first
image of the tracker when the tracker is attached to a first of
the plurality of mounting locations on a characterization jig
comprising a plurality of mounting locations when the
tracker is appearing in the field of view of the optical sensor

attached to a platform ; receiving , by the at least one com
puting unit, a second image of the tracker when the tracker
is attached to a second of the plurality ofmounting locations

[0080 ] The computing unit may be configured to , before

fixed point while the optical sensor captures images of the
of the probe by executing center of rotation operations.

[0081 ] The computing unit may be further configured to
include the tracker base geometry to a tracker definition .

[0082 ] There is disclosed a computer-implemented

method comprising: receiving , by at least one computing
unit, divot image data comprising at least three images of a

tracker attached to a calibrated probe while the tracker is

appearing in a field of view of an optical sensor, the optical
sensor attached to a platform , when the probe with the

on the characterization jig when the tracker is appearing in
the field of view of the optical sensor attached to the
platform ; and calculating, by the at least one computing unit,
a tracker base geometry using the first image, the second
image and a sensor tracker mount spatial relationship .
[0077] There is disclosed a computer- implemented

mounting locations, calculating, by the at least one comput

method comprising : calculating , by at least one computing

ship ; receiving , by the at least one computing unit, a first

unit, a sensor tracker mount spatial relationship between an

image of the tracker when the tracker is attached to a first of

optical sensor and a characterization jig using additional

the plurality of mounting locations on the characterization

features of the characterization jig , the characterization jig

comprising a base and a plurality of mounting locations;
receiving, by the at least one computing unit , a first image

tracker attached to it is placed in each of at least three divots
on a characterization jig comprising a base and a plurality of

ing unit , a sensor trackermount spatial relationship using the
divot image data and a divot tracker mount spatial relation
jig when the tracker is appearing in the field of view of the

optical sensor attached to the platform ; receiving, by the at

of the tracker when the tracker is attached to a first of the

least one computing unit, a second image of the tracker
when the tracker is attached to a second of the plurality of

plurality of mounting locations on the characterization jig

mounting locations on the characterization jig when the

when the tracker is appearing in the field of view of the

tracker is appearing in the field of view of the optical sensor

optical sensor attached to the platform ; receiving , by the at

attached to the platform ; and calculating , by the at least one
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computing unit, a tracker base geometry using the first

optical sensor attached to a first of the plurality of sensor

image, the second image and the sensor tracker mount

mounting locations on the characterization jig ; receive a

spatial relationship .

[0083] The method may further comprise, before captur

ing divot image data , calibrating a tip of the probe by

second image of the plurality of trackers when the trackers
are in the fixed positional relationship to one another and

appear simultaneously in the field of view of the optical

pivoting the probe , having an attached tracker, about a fixed
point while the optical sensor captures images of the tracker

sensor, the optical sensor attached to a second of the

appearing in the field of view , and the computing unit further

tion jig ; and calculate a tracker definition for each tracker

configured to calculate the tip of the probe by executing

center of rotation operations. The method may include
calculating a tracker definition . The method may include

including the tracker base geometry to a tracker definition .

[0084 ] There is disclosed a system comprising : a charac
terization jig : a base ; a plurality ofmounting locations; and
at least three or more divots ; and a computer -readable

storage medium storing instructions which , when executed

plurality of sensor mounting locations on the characteriza

using the first image, the second image , information to

distinguish the plurality of trackers and a spatial relationship
between the first and the second of the plurality of sensor

mounting locations on the characterization jig.
[0087] There is disclosed a computer-implemented

method comprising : receiving, by at least one computing

unit , a first image of a tracker appearing in a field of view

of an optical sensor when the optical sensor is attached to a
platform and the tracker is attached to a first tracker mount

on a computing unit, configure the computing unit to :
receive divot image data comprising at least three images of
a tracker attached to a platform while the tracker is appear
ing in a field of view of an optical sensor, the optical sensor
attached to a calibrated probe , when the probe with the
optical sensor attached to it is placed in each of at least three

locations ; receiving a second image of the tracker when the

of the plurality of divots on the characterization jig ; calcu
late a tracker sensor mount spatial relationship using the

one of: a tracker definition using the first image , the second

divot image data and a divot sensor mount spatial relation

ing location on a characterization jig , the characterization jig

comprising a base and a plurality of tracker mounting
tracker is attached to a second tracker mounting location on

the characterization jig such that the tracker appears in the
field of view of the optical sensor; and calculating at least

image, and an inter tracker mount spatial relationship ; and a

ship ; receive a first image of the tracker when the optical

tracker assessment parameter using the first image, the

locations on the characterization jig when the tracker

and a static tracker definition .

the optical sensor ; receive a second image of the tracker

terization jig comprising : a base ; and a plurality of tracker
mounting locations on the base , each tracker mounting

sensor is attached to a first of the plurality of mounting
attached to the platform is appearing in the field of view of

when the optical sensor is attached to a second of the

plurality of mounting locations on the characterization jig

when the tracker attached to the platform is appearing in the
field of view of the optical sensor; and calculate a sensor
mount spatial relationship using the first image , the second

image and the tracker sensor mount spatial relationship .
[0085 ] There is disclosed a computer- implemented
method to characterize a plurality of trackers simultaneously

second image , the inter tracker mount spatial relationship ,

[0088 ] There is disclosed a system comprising : a charac

location configured to receive a tracker ; and a computer

readable storage device storing instructions which , when

executed on a computing unit , configure the computing unit

to : receive a first image of a tracker when the tracker appears

in a field of view of an optical sensor, the optical sensor
attached to a platform and the tracker is attached to a first

tracker mounting location on the characterization jig ;

receive a second image of the tracker when the tracker is

comprising: receiving, by at least one computing unit, a first
image of the plurality of trackers when the trackers are in a
fixed positional relationship to one another and appear

attached to a second tracker mounting location on the

simultaneously in a field of view of an optical sensor, the

view of the optical sensor; calculate at least one of a tracker

optical sensor attached to a first of a plurality of sensor

characterization jig when the tracker appears in the field of

definition using the first image, the second image, and an

least one computing unit, a second image of the plurality of

inter trackermount spatial relationship ; and a tracker assess
inter tracker mount spatial relationship , and a static tracker

trackers when the trackers are in the fixed positional rela

definition .

field of view of the optical sensor, the optical sensor attached

method comprising: receiving a first image of a tracker when

mounting locations on a characterization jig , the character
ization jig further comprising a base ; and receiving, by at
tionship to one another and appear simultaneously in the
to a second of the plurality of sensormounting locations on

the characterization jig ; and calculating, by the at least one

computing unit , a Tracker Definition for each tracker using

ment parameter using the first image , the second image , the

[0089 ] There is disclosed a computer-implemented

the tracker appears in a field of view of an optical sensor, the

tracker attached to a platform and the optical sensor attached

to a first sensor mounting location on a characterization jig ,

the first and the second of the plurality of sensormounting

the characterization jig comprising a base and a plurality of
sensor mounting locations; receiving a second image of the
tracker when the sensor is attached to a second sensor

locations on the characterization jig .

mounting location on the characterization jig when the

the first image , the second image , information to distinguish
the plurality of trackers and a spatial relationship between

[0086 ] There is disclosed a system comprising : a charac
terization jig comprising: a base ; and a plurality of mounting

locations on the base ; and a computer -readable storage
medium storing instructions which , when executed on a
computing unit, configure the computing unit to : receive a

first image of a plurality of trackers when the trackers are in
a fixed positional relationship to one another and appear
simultaneously in a field of view of an optical sensor, the

tracker appears in a field of view of the optical sensor; and

calculating at least one of: a tracker definition using the first

image , the second image, and an inter sensor mount spatial
relationship ; and a tracker assessment parameter using the
first image , the second image, the inter sensor mount spatial

relationship , and a static tracker definition .
0 090 ]

There is disclosed a system comprising : a charac

terization jig comprising : a base; and a plurality of sensor
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mounting locations on the base , each sensor mounting

Component_ 2 Spatial Relationship . The specification also

computer -readable storage device storing instructions

refers to the spatial relationship between multiple instances
of the same component as Inter Component Spatial Rela

computing unit to : receive a first image of a tracker when the
tracker appears in a field of view of an optical sensor, the

[0094] To verify the accuracy of a tracker, the camera

location configured to receive an optical sensor; and a

which , when executed on a computing unit, configure the
tracker attached to a platform and the optical sensor attached

to a first sensor mounting location on the characterization

tionship .

captures images specifically for characterization ( also called
“ image data ” in this specification ) of the tracker when the

tracker is attached to the tracker mounting locations on the
characterization jig . Using a known spatial characteristic of

jig ; receive a second image of the tracker when the tracker
appears in the field of view of the optical sensor, the tracker
attached to the platform and the optical sensor attached to a
sensor second mounting location on the characterization jig ;

tions), the computing unit compares image data of the

and calculate at least one of a tracker definition using the
first image, the second image, and an inter sensor mount

location with image data that is calculated using the pre

spatial relationship ; and a tracker assessment parameter
using the first image, the second image , the inter sensor

mount spatial relationship , and a static tracker definition .
[ 0091] It is understood that in any system described herein

that includes a computer storage medium additional com
ponents may be present such as a computing unit, an optical
sensor , and one or more targets , etc .

[0092 ] A characterization system that comprises a charac

terization jig may be used with the components of a local
ization system such as a sensor ( e .g ., a camera ) and a tracker
with optically detectable features (e . g ., markers ). The cam
era may be the samehardware used for localization or may

be a part of a computing unit or laptop e.g ., a webcam on a
laptop. The characterization jig may be used to characterize
a tracker (i.e. compute a current Tracker Definition ) or to
verify the accuracy of a tracker with respect to a previously
defined Tracker Definition . In one example, the character
ization jig comprises at least two mounting locations upon

which a tracker can be attached . Two objects are " attached ”

when both are in contact with each other to form a connec

tion and there is a holding mechanism to enforce the
connection . The attachment may be rigid and removable , for

example, selectively removable. It may also be repeatable by
virtue of the type of mechanism used for attachment, for e . g .
a kinematic mount. The jig may be made of sterilisable
material to allow use within an operating room or any such
sterilized environment. The jig may optionally comprise a

the characterization jig (such as an Inter Tracker Mount
Spatial Relationship between the tracker mounting loca

tracker when the tracker is attached to each mounting

loaded Static Tracker Definition . The computing unit may
also calculate a new Tracker Definition and compare it with

the Static Tracker Definition . This comparison results in a

determination of accuracy of the tracker. Alternatively , the
new Tracker Definition may be used as an input in a

localization procedure . The characterization and verification
processes are further described below .
10095 ] Reference is now made to FIG . 3 showing a
characterization jig 300 comprising a rigid base 302 and at
least two mounting locations 304 for a tracker ( e .g . 106 ).
The characterization jig 300 may optionally comprise a
platform for a camera or a camera mounting location 306 .
FIG . 4 shows a use of an embodiment of a characterization
jig 300 along with a localization system 400 and a tracker
106 . The camera 102 is in communication with the com
puting unit 104 . An exemplary characterization jig 300

shown in this figure depicts a mounting location 306 on the
characterization jig 300 for a camera 102 as well as three
mounting locations 304 on the same base for tracker 106

with optically detectable features 108 .

[0096 ] The Inter Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship may
relative poses between the mounting locations represented

be stored in memory 206 as a numerical representation of the

as rotation matrices, quaternions, euler angles, translational

vectors , Cartesian distances etc . The characterization jig 300
may be manufactured to meet a specific Inter Tracker Mount

mounting location for a camera such that the camera can

Spatial Relationship , and the same spatial relationship may
be accessible to the computing unit 104 . For example , the

obtain a pose measurement of the tracker while the tracker

numerical representation of this spatial relationship may be

is attached to any of the tracker mounting locations. Alter

data stored in memory 206 , preferably in a manner that

optionally a part of the characterization jig . The geometry of

an identifier (not shown ) such as a barcode, QR - code, URL ,

natively, the camera may be attached to a platform that is

the characterization jig is known. This implies that the

physical shape, size , features etc . of the characterization jig

are known since the jig may be manufactured under strict

tolerances . The examples used in this specification utilize a
known spatial relationship between the mounting locations

of the tracker and therefore , between the corresponding
of the other geometrical characteristics may be pre- loaded

poses of the tracker. This known spatial relationship or any

into the memory of the computing unit of the characteriza
tion system ( e . g . as a hard - coded value, as a 3D model, etc . )
and used in the calculation of the Tracker Definition or the

verification of the accuracy of a tracker .

[0093] This specification repeatedly references the spatial

relationship between multiple components , and uses the
following nomenclature. The difference in position and

orientation (in up to 6 degrees of freedom ) of two compo
nents is referred to the spatial relationship between Com
ponent_ 1 and Component_ 2 , and labelled as Component_ 1

prevents or reduces the possibility of deletion . There may be

etc . on the characterization jig 300 itself that identifies the
be read using the optical camera 102 and used to look up the
Inter Tracker Mount SpatialRelationship . The identifier may

Inter Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship that is stored in

memory 206 or remotely such as at a server on a network .

[0097 ] In an exemplary application of the disclosed char

acterization system , when optical sensor 102 is attached to
its mounting location 306 and its field of view is directed

towards tracker 106 attached to a tracker mounting location
304 on characterization jig 300 , optical sensor 102 is able to

capture image data 600 ( See FIG . 6 ) of tracker 106 ( includ
ing at least optically detectable features 108 ). Multiple
mounting locations 304 are provided and the Inter Tracker
Mount Spatial Relationship between tracker mounting loca
tions 304 is known to computing unit 104 that is in com
munication with camera 102 . As the number of tracker
mounting locations 304 increases, a person skilled in the art

will appreciate that the level of accuracy of the resulting
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calculations may improve . Tracker mounting locations 304
provide multiple vantage points to camera 102 such that the
view of tracker 106 (as seen from the camera attached to its

mounting location ) is substantially different in each location .
Computing unit 104 executes instructions to receive at least
one image from camera 102 while tracker 106 is in each

mounting location 304 to identify optically detectable fea

tures 108 ( e. g . markers ) in the image data 600 . Using the

known Inter Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship between

each tracker mounting location 304 on characterization jig

300 , computing unit 104 generates a Tracker Definition for

tracker 106 . This may be done by performing an optimiza

tion operation using the Inter Tracker Mount Spatial Rela
tionship as an optimization constraint. A person skilled in the
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ous tracker mounting locations 304 , computing unit 104
calculates a Tracker Definition 712 . This Tracker Definition
can then be used in localization procedures to calculate pose

210 of tracker 106 . It is understood that optical sensor 102

and tracker 106 locations may be reversed such that optical
locations while tracker 106 remains attached to a single
tracker mounting location 304 .
[0100 ] The instructions executing on computing unit 104

sensor 102 is moved among a plurality of sensor mounting

preferably include error checks to ensure that the tracker 106
is correctly attached to the appropriate mounting locations
304 during the workflow . This error check may come in the
form of an error residual of an optimization operation that

uses image data 600 as an input. If the error residual is too

art will appreciate that a larger quantity of image data 600

high , computing unit 104 may prompt the user to verify the

from the camera may be acquired in order to improve

accuracy of the position of tracker 106 on tracker mounting

calculations in termsof speed , accuracy , robustness to errors

location 304 . Computing unit 104 may further provide the

Definition may then be provided to a localization procedure

10101 ] FIG . 8 shows a block diagram depicting a charac

( especially errors caused by a user ), etc. The new Tracker

e.g ., a navigated surgical procedure .
[0098 ] FIGS. 5A and 5B illustrate two views 500A and
500B of jig 300 having tracker 106 mounted in two different
trackermounting locations 304 similar to the perspective of
camera 102 . Note that the pose of the tracker is substantially

different in each tracker mounting location 304 and charac

terization jig 300 does not provide the platform for the
camera 102 . This provides computing unit 104 with image
data 600 from various vantage points . Reference is now

made to FIG . 6 which depicts multiple instances of image
data 600 comprising images of markers 108 of tracker 106
within a field of view of camera 102 . Each instance of image

data 600 corresponds to tracker 106 being attached at a
different tracker mounting location 304 .

[0099 ] Reference is now made to flowcharts FIGS . 7A and

7B showing workflow and other computer operations . A
workflow 700A executing on a computing unit 104 directs a
user to capture image (image data 600 ). At 702 , operations

by computing unit 104 direct the user to set up the charac
ing location 306 . The user is instructed (at 704 ) by workflow

terization system by attaching camera 102 to sensor mount
700A ( e . g . via a graphical user interface and / or audible
instructions or otherwise (not shown ) to attach tracker 106

on a firstmounting location 304 and to initiate the capture
of image data 600 . The user is then instructed (at 706 ) to
attach tracker 106 to a second mounting location 304 and to
initiate the capture image data 600 for characterization . The
user may be instructed to initiate the capture of data or the

data may be captured automatically using methods like

stability detection described further below . In a correspond

ing computer -implemented method 700B , computing unit
104 receives (at 708 and 710 ) image data 600 from camera
102 (attached to optical sensor mounting location 306 ) of
tracker 106 where tracker 106 is sequentially attached to at
least two tracker mounting locations . Computing unit 104
may automatically capture image data 600 via stability
detection , or may receive it manually via a human machine
interface , such as a button on camera 102 or a command

Tracker Definition to a localization system .

terization operation providing input to localization opera

tions . Computing unit 104 receives image data 600 from
optical sensor 102 of tracker 106 attached to characterization
jig 600 and receives from memory 206 a known spatial
relationship , such as Inter Tracker Mount Spatial Relation
ship 802 . Computing unit 104 performs characterization

operations 804 using image data 600 and known spatial
relationship 802 to determine a tracker definition 806 . Com
puting unit 104 then receives a real time feed of images 202
from optical sensor 102 and tracker definition 806 and

performs Localization Operations 808 in order to calculate
the pose 210 of a tracker with respect to optical sensor 102.
Tracker Verification
[0102 ] During tracker verification , computing unit 104
verifies the accuracy of a tracker with respect to a Static
Tracker Definition 204 . Reference is now made to FIGS. 9A

and 9B which are flowcharts showing workflow and other

computer operations 900A and 900B executing on comput

ing unit 104. At 902 operations direct ( e. g . via a GUI or other
human machine interface ) a user to set up the characteriza

tion system by attaching camera 102 to a sensor mounting

location 306 . The user is further instructed by the workflow
at 904 and 906 to attach tracker 106 consecutively on a first
mounting location 304 and a second mounting location 304
in order to capture image data 600 for verification at two

locations . It is understood that more captures at more
locations may be instructed and performed . A corresponding

computer -implemented method 900B is illustrated in FIG .

9B comprising steps 908 , 910 and 912 . Computing unit 104
captures image data 600 from camera 102 attached to a
sensor mounting location 306 of tracker 106 attached to a

first tracker mounting location 304 , and a second tracker
mounting location 304 . Using a known Inter Tracker Mount

Spatial Relationship between tracker mounting locations
304 , computing unit 104 verifies the accuracy of a tracker.
This may be done in several ways such as by analyzing
image data 600 associated with tracker 106 for consistency

through computing unit 104 or foot pedal. In order to
implement stability detection , computing unit 104 may
capture image data 600 when optically detectable features

with a given Static Tracker Definition 204 (e .g ., expected
image data 600 using the Static Tracker Definition 204 may
be generated by computing unit 104, and compared with

108 in image data 600 appear to be stable for a substantial

actual image data 600 captured by the camera 102 ), by

period of time (as appropriate for the application ). Using

calculating a Tracker Definition 806 for tracker 106 and
comparing the results with Static Tracker Definition 204 ,

image data 600 and a known spatial relationship , such as the

Inter Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship between the vari

etc .
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[0103 ] It is possible that for some surgical applications,
deviation of tracker 106 from a Static Tracker Definition 204
is unacceptable . The system may generate a Tracker Assess

ment Parameter to quantify this deviation . This Tracker

Assessment Parameter may then be used by computing unit

104 during a localization procedure to determine whether

the tracker 106 being used is accurate or not. Some of the
examples of how the Tracker Assessment Parameter is
presented could be a Boolean flag , a single numerical value
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ers ) in each instance of image data 600 . The locations of

each optically detectable feature 1308 , also called the
marker locations, in an image are used in the next stage 1310
where the operations create a correspondence between an
optically detectable feature of one image and the same
feature in a second image , and so on . The resulting matched
marker locations 1312 are optimized and presented to the
third stage 1314 where operations solve for a value for
Tracker Definition 806 . Persons skilled in the art will

or multiple numerical values associated with how closely
Tracker Definition 806 matches Static Tracker Definition
204, etc . FIG . 10 shows a block diagram depicting a
verification operation 1000 (part of characterization opera

understand that this is an exemplary operation , and that there
may be a variety of operations that can be executed to

a localization operation 1008 . The localization system fur

ried out on one computing unit 104 , whereas intra -operative

tions ) that provides a Tracker Assessment Parameter 1006 to

ther calculates a pose 210 of the tracker 210 . As described
previously, the characterization operations 804 and localiza
tion operations 1008 may be executed in the form of

instructions on the same computing unit 104.
10104 ] Reference is now made to flowcharts FIGS. 11A

and 11B showing workflow 1100A and other computer
operations 1100B to calculate a Tracker Assessment Param
eter.

[0105 ] At 1102 ,workflow 1100A , executing on a comput
ing unit 104, provides user instructions to set up the system

perform such calculations.
[0107 ] Computing unit 104 may comprise multiple , dis
tributed processing units (e .g. characterization may be car

localization may be carried out by another computing unit
104 ). It will be evident to those skilled in the art what data
must be transferred between various computing units 104 to

enable the functionality of the systems and methods
described herein . Tracker characterization or verification
may be performed on an ad -hoc basis as part of routine

maintenance of trackers 106 , or may be performed prior to

each localization procedure that uses tracker 106 . A person
skilled in the art will appreciate that the level of accuracy of

measurements will improve with an increase in the number

of mounting locations for tracker 304 , or camera 306 and the

by attaching camera 102 to sensor mounting location . At
1104 and then 1106 the user is further instructed by the
workflow 1100A to attach tracker 106 consecutively on a
firstmounting location 304 and a second mounting location
304 in order to capture image data 600 for verification .

corresponding image data 600 captured by the camera 102 .
[0108 ] Characterization jig 300 has a plurality of mount
ing locations that can receive a sensor 306 or a tracker 304 .

culate the Tracker Assessment Parameter 1006 in operations
1108 , 1110 and 1112 . Computing unit 104 captures at 1108

304 with a known Inter Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship
mounting locations 306 are provided and a known Inter

Corresponding computer -implemented method 1100B cal

and 1110 image data 600 of a tracker 106 attached to a first
tracker mounting location 304 and a second tracker mount

ing location 304 on a characterization jig 300 . Using image
data 600 , known Inter Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship
802 between the tracker mounting locations 304 , and the

Static Tracker Definition 204 , the computing unit 104 cal

culates the Tracker Assessment Parameter 1006 at 1112 . The

In the exemplary configuration of the characterization jig
300 described above , multiple tracker mounting locations

802 are described . In another configuration ,multiple camera

Sensor Mount Spatial Relationship may be used . Tracker

106 may be attached to one tracker mounting location 304

while the multiple camera mounting locations 306 provide
multiple vantage points of tracker 106 . The instructions on
computing unit 104 may be adapted accordingly. Each of the
variations described above are applicable to a characteriza

Tracker Assessment Parameter 1006 may simply be pre

tion jig 300 that comprises multiple mounting locations 306

sented to the user (e. g.: on a display unit 1206 ) to allow the

for an optical sensor suc has camera 102 . An advantage of
moving the camera 102 (instead of the tracker 106 ) to

user to make further decisions. FIG . 12 shows a block

diagram depicting a verification operation 1200 (part of

characterization operations) that provides a Tracker Assess
ment Parameter to a display unit. Computing unit 104

receives image data 600 from the optical sensor 102 of the
tracker 106 attached to the characterization jig 600 and
receives from memory 206 a known spatial relationship ,
such as the Inter Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship 802

and the Static Tracker Definition 204 . The computing unit

104 performs characterization operations 1204 using the

image data 600 , the known spatial relationship 802 , and the

Static Tracker Definition 204 to calculate the Tracker Accu
racy Assessment Parameter 1006 . The computing unit 104
then displays the Tracker Accuracy Assessment Parameter

on a display unit 1206 .
[0106 ] FIG . 13 depicts an exemplary characterization
operation 1300 in a block diagram to show how inputs are
processed in order to calculate Tracker Definition 806 .

achieve the various vantage points is that the system can
then characterize tracker 106 that does not have a repeatable
mounting mechanism in its base . For example , the tracker
106 may be a fully integrated probe with a tip and no
mounting mechanism ; the optically detectable features 108

( e.g .: markers ) may be attached to a surgical instrument
etc .
[0109 ] Itmay be desirable to characterize multiple track
ers 106 simultaneously. The characterization jig 300 may
comprise at least two camera mounting locations 306 for use

directly instead of attaching tracker 106 to the instrument,

with one camera 102 and a known Inter Sensor Mount
Spatial Relationship . The multiple trackers 106 are fixed
relative to each other i. e . there is a fixed positional relation

ship amongst the trackers 106 . For example , tracker 106

may be attached via its own mount to another instance of a
tracker 106 , and multiple trackers 106 may be attached to

1304 . First, image data 600 (comprising multiple 2D

tracker mounting locations 304 on a characterization jig 300 .
In another example ,multiple trackers 106 may be resting on

images ) received from camera 102 is image processed 1306

a surface during characterization , etc . The multiple trackers

to discern the optically detectable features 108 (e . g ., mark -

106 are within a field of view of the camera 102 when

Characterization operation 1300 is shown in three stages
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camera 102 is attached to each of the at least two camera
mounting locations 306 on characterization jig 300 . Image

data 600 comprising at least two images of trackers 106
showing optically detectable features 108 of each tracker
106 are provided to computing unit 104 . Computing unit 104

may have access to additional information to distinguish

between or among multiple trackers 106 in the image data
600 . For example , this information may be an approximate

Tracker Definition (Rough Tracker Definition ) for each
etc . In another example , optically detectable features 108 of
each tracker 106 may be of different colours, and this
difference may be known. In another example , the system
may be configured to have substantial spacing between or
tracker 106 , shapes of the optically detectable features 108

among trackers 106 during image capture such that the
various trackers 106 can be distinguished within an image

based on the spacing of optically detectable features 108

within image data 600 . Computing unit 104 may calculate an
instance of Tracker Definition 806 for each tracker using

image data 600 , the Inter Sensor Mount Spatial Relationship
and the additional information to distinguish between or

among multiple trackers 106 .

[0110 ] Characterization jig 300 may be encoded with an

optically readable barcode or other identifier that can be

used to load specific information about the spatial relation

ships between the various mounting locations, comprising
the trackermounting locations 304 and the camera mounting
locations 306 . Each characterization jig 300 may have a

different Inter Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship 802 or
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in FIG . 14 . Three pairs of hemispherical pins 1402 and
corresponding slots 1404 or V - grooves mate using three
pairs of attractive magnets 1406 to hold the first side of the
kinematic mount 1400A together with the second side of the
kinematic mount 1400B and enforce a kinematic connec
tion . It is important to note that there are several kinds of
kinematic mounts, an example of which is provided in this
specification . This kinematic mount is included as an
example for clarity and is notmeant to limit the scope of the
specification . Any other repeatable mounting mechanism
and /or feature may be used , e . g . dovetail connections, cam

locks, v - grooves , rails, flat surfaces , ball detents , clamps,

etc .

[0112 ] A minimum of two repeatable mounting locations

are required to enable Tracker Characterization and Verifi

cation as described above . Multiple repeatable mounting

locationsmay increase the accuracy, performance or robust
ness of the characterization or verification process. Where
more than two mounting locations are used , it may be
desirable for at least one mounting location to be in a

different plane than the first two mounting locations . In FIG .

15 , a characterization jig 1500 comprises a rigid base 1502 ,
a camera mounting location 306 and three tracker mounting
locations 304 . The first tracker mounting location 304 and

second tracker mounting location 304 differ by one degree

of freedom in the pose of the tracker 106 when attached to
these tracker mounting locations 304 , whereas a third tracker

mounting location 304 further provides a difference in a
second degree of freedom . In other words , the rotations

Inter Sensor Mount Spatial Relationship associated with it .

between the three tracker mounting locations are about two

At the beginning of the tracker verification or characteriza

different 3D vectors .

tion process, camera 102 may read the identifier to allow
computing unit 104 to access known pre - loaded informa
tion , such as the spatial relationships between the various
mounting locations 802 for that characterization jig 300 . It
is understood that the information may be retrieved from a

[0113] In an exemplary configuration of the characteriza
kinematic mountmay provide multiple poses of the tracker
106 to the camera 102, such that the difference in rotation
between each of the poses is known. The single mounting
location may effectively act as two (or more ) mounting
locations. Additionally , for example , the kinematic mount of
FIG . 14 may permit indexing functionality . In the absence of

remote store (not shown) via a communication network (not
shown). Similarly , tracker 106 itself may be encoded with an
optically readable barcode or other identifier or any other

method of encoding that can be used to load or distinguish

its Static Tracker Definition 204 in computing unit 104 . The

accuracy of tracker 106 may then be verified with respect to
its Static Tracker Definition 204 .

[0111] Amounting location on characterization jig 300 can

be any positionally repeatable mounting mechanism , pref

erably repeatable in six degrees of freedom . Depending on

the application , itmay be sufficient to use a mount that is

repeatable in less than six degrees of freedom as long as the
instructions executing on computing unit 104 take this factor

into account. In this case , it may be necessary to obtain more

tion jig 1500 , a single mounting location using a magnetic

other constraints , the mount may be mated in a total of three
orientations, each spaced at 120 degrees . In this case , in at
least one of three mounting configurations, the tracker 106
is likely facing away from the camera 102 , and may not

generate a valid image for pose calculation due to optical

occlusion . However, the remaining two mounting configu
rations may yield a vantage point from which a valid pose

of the tracker 106 may be captured . The difference in

rotation in these two mounting configurations is 120

degrees. In the example depicted in FIG . 14 , the number of

slots 1404 ( or pins 1402) could be increased to provide finer

indexing capability ( e . g . doubling the number of equally

than two images from the camera . Any mechanism achiev
ing positional repeatability may form the repeatable mount
ing locations for tracker 106 and / or optical sensor 102 on
characterization jig 300 . For example , a magnetic kinematic

degree increments) . Various types of indexing mounts are

and precise slots /hemispherical pins that mate with each
other when the mechanism is “ connected ” , and provide a

complexity /size/footprint associated with multiple mounts .
[0114 ] It may be advantageous to obtain information about

spaced slots 1404 would provide rotational indexing at 60
contemplated , including the use of indexing adaptors . The

mount may comprise two mating sides. Each sidemay have
attractive pairs of magnets to hold the mechanism together,

advantage of indexing mounts is that a single mount may
effectively serve as multiple mounts , without the cost /

highly repeatable kinematic mount. A kinematic mount is a

the geometry of the optically detectable features of the

mechanical interface which is highly repeatable (i.e .
between connect and disconnect cycles ) in up to 6 degrees

of freedom (3 degrees of freedom in orientation and 3

degrees of freedom in translation ). Two views of an exem plary kinematic mount 1400 ( 1400A , 1400B ) are illustrated

tracker with respect to the base of the tracker. This infor

mation , also known as the Tracker Base Geometry , may be
added to the Tracker Definition and be used to allow a

localization system to determine the location of the object to
which the tracker is attached . The steps to obtain Tracker
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Base Geometry are described below . In order to obtain this
information , the spatial relationship between the camera and
each tracker mounting location (referred to in this specifi
cation as Sensor Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship ) is
required . The base of the tracker may comprise a repeatable
mounting mechanism . The camera mounting location and
tracker mounting locations may optionally be on the same
characterization jig .

[ 0115 ] The camera may attach directly and repeatably to

the characterization jig or be attached with the use of a

clamp or other means. Reference is now made to FIG . 16A .

A clamp assembly 1600 consists of an optical sensor 102 and
a clamp 1602 , and optionally a shroud 1604 . The shroud

1604 fixes the optical sensor 102 , and is placed within the

clamp 1602 . The shroud 1604 (shown in a simplified man

ner ) has an outer surface which matches a mating surface
1606 on the inside of the clamp 1604 . Each of the mating

surfaces may define portions of a sphere , such that the clamp
1602 / shroud 1604 interface provides an alignment mecha

nism that is functionally a lockable ball joint. The clamp
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ization jig 1700 ) while being tracked by the camera 102 .

Using images of the tracker 106 generated during pivoting ,
a computing unit 104 executes a " center of rotation ” opera

tion to determine the location of the tip of the probe .
[0118 ] As described previously, the geometrical spatial

relationships 802 between the various features of the char
acterization jig 1700 , its 3D shape, etc . are known . For

calculation of a Tracker Definition 806 , instructions execut

ing on the computing unit 104 utilize the known spatial
relationships between a firstmounting location and a second
mounting location 802 . In the examples above , the use of the

Inter Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship 802 or the Inter
Sensor Mount Spatial Relationship has been described .
Similarly , the spatial locations of each of the three calibra
tion divots with respect to the tracker mounting locations
(Divot Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship ) is known to the
computing unit 104 and are used in the calculation of
Tracker Base Geometry . FIGS. 19A and 19B are flowcharts
showing workflow 1900A and other computer operations

1900B to calculate a Tracker Base Geometry . At 1902 , a

1602 has a mechanism ( e . g. a screw /hinge combination )

computing unit instructs a user to set up the system to

which applies a force on the shroud 1604 ( and, in turn , the
optical sensor 102), and clamps it rigidly and releasably in

calculate Tracker Base Geometry. The user is instructed , by
a workflow executing on the computing unit 104 , to place

position , enable relative movement of the shroud 1604 and
clamp 1602 to adjust the orientation of the optical sensor

of the three (or more ) calibration features and initiate
capture of divot image data 600 that comprises at least three
images of the tracker (at 1904 and 1906 ) . A corresponding
computer-implemented method is illustrated where a com

place . The shroud 1604 and the clamp 1602 have respective
mating surfaces which , when the optical sensor 102 is in the
shroud 1604 and the clamp 1602 is in a partially closed

the probe 1612 (with the tracker 106 attached to it ) in each

102. The clamp 1602 has a base 1608 which may be a

puting unit 104 captures divot image data from a camera 102

kinematic mount. FIG . 16B shows a camera 102 assembled

with the probe 1612 (with the tracker 106 attached to it )

with a shroud 1604 and clamp 1602. Since the sensor 102,

placed in each calibration divot 1702 , 1908 . The computing

when fixed within the clamp assembly 1600 and attached to

unit 104 then captures image data 600 from a camera 102

the sensor mounting location 306 on the characterization jig ,

with the tracker 106 attached to each tracker mounting

is not in a known spatial relationship with respect to the
characterization jig , the characterization jig must be regis
tered to the optical sensor 102 i.e . the optical sensor 102
must localize the characterization jig in space , as described

location 304 , 1910 . The computing unit 104 utilizes the
divot image data , as well as the known Divot Tracker Mount

[0116 ] Reference is now made to FIG . 17 showing an
exemplary configuration of a characterization jig 1700 com

Spatial Relationship to determine the Sensor Tracker Mount
Spatial Relationship 1912 . The computing unit 104 further
utilizes the Sensor Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship , as
well as image data 600 of a tracker 106 attached to a
particular tracker mounting location 304 , to calculate the

camera mounting location 206 , and additional features such

may be added to the Tracker Definition 806 . The Sensor

further below .

prising a rigid base 302 , tracker mounting locations 304 , a

as calibration divots 1704 . Once the optical sensor 102 is

attached to its mounting location 306 on the characterization
jig 1700 , the three calibration divots 1702 are used to

Tracker Base Geometry 1914 . The Tracker Base Geometry
Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship is required for deter
mining the Tracker Base Geometry . The Sensor Tracker
Mount Spatial Relationship may be determined using a

register the characterization jig 1700 to the optical sensor

known spatial relationship between the optical sensor and

both known spatial relationships to determine the Sensor

collinear divots would not yield enough information to

102. The three calibration divots 1702 are not collinear since
perform registration .
[0117] Ifa probe 1612 is used to localize calibration divots

the sensor mounting location , and the Sensor Mount Tracker
Mount Spatial Relationship . The computing unit 104 uses

1702 with respect to the camera 102 , then the probe 1612

Base Geometry , the computing unit 104 further utilizes the

itself must be calibrated ( i. e . the position of the tip of the

data 600 of a tracker 106 when attached to tracker mounting

probe with respect to the markers 108 on the tracker 106
purpose . The probe 1612 and tracker 106 may be pre
calibrated i. e. the position of the tip may be known via the
manufacturing and / or inspection process or determined via
a calibration procedure . FIG . 18 illustrates a characterization
system 1800 , a probe 1612 with a tracker 106 attached to it
is placed in one of the calibration divots 1702 on the
must be known ). A different tracker 106 may be used for this

characterization jig 1700 . An exemplary probe calibration
process involves the following steps : the tracker 106 is

attached to the probe 1612 and is pivoted about a fixed point

(e.g.: one of the calibration divots 1702 on the character

TrackerMount Spatial Relationship . To compute the Tracker

Sensor Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship , as well as image

locations 304 .
0119 ]. If the positions of the optical sensor 102 and tracker

106 on the characterization jig 1700 are reversed , the

resulting calculation is that of a Sensor Sensor Mount
Spatial Relationship , instead of a Tracker Base Geometry for

the tracker.
[0120 ] In addition to using the calibration divots 1702 for
determining geometry of the markers 108 to the base of the
tracker, the calibration divots 1702 may also be used to
verify the accuracy of the measurements provided by the
localization system . The computing unit 104 may be adapted
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to execute instructions such that a user can check if a
physical location of the tip of the probe 1612 on a known

geometrical model of a characterization jig 1700 corre

sponds to the location obtained through localization .
[ 0121] For use in surgical applications, the characteriza
tion jigs described above may be made entirely of sterilis
able materials . The characterization jigs may also be con
figured to fit within a sterilization tray . It may be integrated

into a lid of the sterilization tray or be a separate component.

FIG . 20 illustrates a lid of a sterilization tray 2000 (typically
used in surgical settings ) configured to be a characterization

jig with a camera mounting location 306 and tracker mount

ing locations 304 .
Tracker Characterization and Verification with Golden
Tracker

(0127] The method may further comprise providing , by
the computing unit, at least one of the Tracker Definition or
the Tracker Assessment Parameter as calculated for use in a

localization procedure .
[0128 ] The method may further comprise providing, by
the computing unit, user instructions for display by a display

unit.

[0129 ] When the method calculates the Tracker Assess
ing , by the computing unit, the Tracker Assessment Param

ment Parameter, the method may further comprise provid
eter for display by a display unit.

[0130 ] The tracker and the Golden Tracker may be

attached to a respective mounting location on a character

ization jig .

10131 ] There is shown and described a computer-imple
mented method comprising the steps of : receiving , by a

characterization and verification using a Golden Tracker are

computing unit , an image of a tracker and a Golden Tracker
attached to each other from one vantage point when both
trackers appear in a field of view of an optical sensor;

with concepts etc . to earlier or later described embodiments

Parameter using the image , a Golden Tracker Definition , a
Golden Tracker Base Geometry, a Static Tracker Definition

[0122] Systems, methods and components for tracker

predominantly described with reference to FIGS. 1 - 2, 6 , and
20 - 30 though it will be understood that there is some overlap

herein . There is described and shown a computer - imple

mented method comprising the steps of: receiving, by a

computing unit , a first image of a tracker and a Golden

Tracker, separated by a fixed spatial relationship , the first
image captured by an optical sensor from a first vantage
point when both trackers appear in a field of view of the
optical sensor; receiving , by the computing unit, a second
image of a tracker and a Golden Tracker, separated by the
fixed spatial relationship , the second image captured by the
optical sensor from a second vantage point when both
trackers appear in the field of view of the optical sensor , and
calculating, by the computing unit, at least one of: a Tracker
Definition using the first image, the second image, an image
difference, and the Golden Tracker Definition ; and a Tracker
Assessment Parameter using the first image , the second
image, the Golden Tracker Definition and a Static Tracker

Definition .

[0123 ] The method may further comprise calculating , by
difference in pose of the Golden Tracker between the first
the computing unit, the image difference by calculating a
image and the second image using the first image , the second

image and the Golden Tracker Definition .

[0124 ] The fixed spatial relationship may be an Inter
Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship of a characterization jig
comprising mounting locations for the tracker and Golden
Tracker and when the method calculates the Tracker Defi

nition , the method may further comprise calculating , by the

calculating, by the computing unit, a Tracker Assessment

and a Static Tracker Base Geometry .

[0132] There is shown and described a system comprising :
a Golden Tracker; and a computer-readable storage device
storing instructions and data , including a Golden Tracker
Definition for the Golden Tracker, which , when executed on
a computing unit , configure the computing unit to : receive a
first image of a tracker and the Golden Tracker, separated by
a fixed spatial relationship , the first image captured by an
optical sensor from a first vantage point when both trackers
appear in a field of view of the optical sensor ; receive a
second image of the tracker and the Golden Tracker, sepa
rated by the fixed spatial relationship , the second image
captured by the optical sensor from a second vantage point
when both trackers appear in the field of view of the optical
sensor ; and calculate at least one of a Tracker Definition for
the tracker using the first image , the second image , an image
difference , and the Golden Tracker Definition , and a Tracker
Assessment Parameter for the tracker using the first image,
the second image , the image difference, and a Static Tracker
Definition .
[0133] The computing unit may be further configured to
calculate the image difference by calculating a difference in
pose of the Golden Tracker between the first image and the
second image using the first image, the second image and the
Golden Tracker Definition .
[0134 ] The computing unit may be further configured to
provide at least one of the Tracker Definition or the Tracker
Assessment Parameter for use in a localization procedure.
[0135 ] The computing unit may be further configured to

computing unit, a Tracker Base Geometry using the first
image, the second image , the image difference , the Inter
Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship , the Golden Tracker
Definition and a Golden Tracker Base Geometry.
[0125 ] The optical sensor may be attached to a platform

provide user instructions for display on a display unit .

[0126 ] When themethod calculates the Tracker Definition ,

display the Tracker Assessment Parameter.

and the tracker and the Golden Tracker are attached to each
other.

the method may further comprise calculating, by the com
puting unit , a Tracker Base Geometry using the first image ,

the second image , the image difference , the fixed spatial
relationship , the Golden Tracker Definition and a Golden

Tracker Base Geometry. The tracker and the Golden Tracker
may be attached to each other.

[0136 ] The computing unit may be further configured to
for display on a display unit.
[0137 ] The system may further comprise a display unit to

provide the Tracker Assessment Parameter when calculated

[0138 ] The tracker and the Golden Tracker may be

attached to a respective mounting location on a character
ization jig .

[0139 ] The characterization jig may be made entirely of
sterilisable material or made entirely of non -sterilisable

material.
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[0140 ] The system may further comprise the characteriza
tion jig .
[ 0141] The system may further comprise the optical sen
sor.
[0142 ] The fixed spatial relationship may be an Inter
Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship of a characterization jig
comprising mounting locations for the tracker and Golden
Tracker and when the computing unit is configured to

calculate the Tracker Definition , the computing unit may be

further configured to calculate a Tracker Base Geometry
ence , the Inter Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship , the

using the first image, the second image, the image differ
Golden Tracker Definition and a Golden Tracker Base

Geometry .
[0143] The optical sensor may be attached to a platform

and the tracker and the Golden Tracker are attached to each
other.

[0144 ] When the computing unit is configured to calculate

the Tracker Definition , the computing unit may be further
configured to calculate a Tracker Base Geometry using the

first image, the second image, the image difference, the fixed
Golden Tracker Base Geometry. The tracker and the Golden
Tracker may be attached to each other.
[0145 ] There is shown and described a system for char
acterizing a tracker for localization in a surgical procedure ,
the system comprising : a non -sterile Golden Tracker; a
sterile characterization jig comprising at least twomounting
locations and further configured to simultaneously attach the
Golden Tracker and a sterile tracker on each mounting
location respectively without compromising the sterility of
spatial relationship , the Golden Tracker Definition and a

the tracker ; a computer -readable storage device storing

instructions and data , including a Golden Tracker Definition

for the Golden Tracker, which , when executed on a com

puting unit , configure the computing unit to : receive a first
image of the tracker and the Golden Tracker captured by an
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ization system comprising a "Golden Tracker” , with a
known Golden Tracker Definition , and instructions execut
ing on the computing unit. The “ Golden Tracker” refers to

a tracker whose optically detectable features have a spatial

relationship that precisely match its Golden Tracker Defi
nition . The degree of precision may be dependent on the
desired accuracy for localization measurements using the

characterized tracker . In this embodiment, the tracker and
the Golden Tracker are separated by a fixed positional
relationship i.e . the relationship must not vary during the

execution of characterization and /or verification operations .
An optical sensor, in communication with a computing unit ,
is not required to be attached to a sensor mounting location
and can be handheld to capture at least one image each from

multiple vantage points around the trackers such that the

view of the trackers is substantially different from each

vantage point. Alternatively , the optical sensor may be

attached to multiple mounting locations on a characteriza
tion jig or to platformsconfigured to receive optical sensors ;
the mounting locations or platforms thus providing the

multiple vantage points . Or, the optical sensor may be
are attached to each other and images are captured as both
trackers are moved around together. Both trackers should
appear in a field of view of the optical sensor from each

attached to a platform while the tracker and Golden Tracker
vantage point . The image data comprising images of the

tracker and Golden Tracker are provided by the optical
sensor as an input to characterization and / or verification

operations executing on the computing unit . By identifying

and classifying the optically detectable features of the
tracker and the Golden Tracker in the image data captured
from various vantage points and the Golden Tracker Defi
nition , instructions executing on the computing unit may
calculate a Tracker Definition for the tracker ( e.g . by per

forming an optimization routine ). The accuracy of a tracker

second image of the tracker and theGolden Tracker captured

can also be verified with respect to a previously defined
Tracker Definition . The verification process may further
generate a Tracker Assessment Parameter. Exemplary opera
tions are described further in this document.

trackers appear in the field of view of the optical sensor ; and

and /or verifying tracker accuracy where the tracker 106 and

optical sensor from a first vantage pointwhen both trackers
appear in a field of view of the optical sensor ; receive a

by the optical sensor from a second vantage point when both

calculate at least one of: a Tracker Definition for the tracker

using the first image , the second image , an image difference ,

and the Golden Tracker Definition ; and a Tracker Assess

ment Parameter for the tracker using the first image , the

second image , the image difference , the Golden Tracker

Definition and a Static Tracker Definition .

[0146 ] This document describes two systems — one for
understood that these may be distinct systems that utilise the
localization and the other for characterization . It is to be

samehardware such as the camera to capture images and the
computing unit to execute instructions. These systems may
also be distinct units that use different hardware . It is also
possible that these distinct systems communicate with each
other to present a seamless user experience but optionally
utilise the same hardware . Alternatively , the characterization

system may be used separately from the localization system .
For example , the characterization system may be used as

part of quality control at a manufacturing site while manu

facturing a localization system for use in a surgical setting .

[0148 ] FIG . 21 illustrates a system 2100 of characterizing

Golden Tracker 2106 are separated by a fixed relationship

with respect to each other while placed on a flat surface 2102

e .g ., a table. The optical sensor 102 is not attached to a
sensor mounting location 306 or a platform 2306 and can be
moved around to capture image data 2506 comprising at
least two images of both trackers from two vantage points
respectively . The optical sensor 102 is connected to a
computing unit 104 that is executing instructions comprising
characterization operations to characterize the tracker 106
and determine a Tracker Definition 806 or instructions
comprising verification operations 2702 to verify the accu

racy of the tracker 106 with respect to a known Static
Tracker Definition 204 . The outputs of the characterization
and / or verification operations may be fed into a localization

system or displayed on a display unit 1206 . In the exemplary
figures of this document , both trackers appear to be of a
similar geometrical shape and dimensions . This document

also contemplates the use of a tracker 106 and Golden

The hardware and software used to characterize the tracker

Tracker 2106 with different geometrical features. For
example , the trackers may have a different number of

10147 ] In an embodiment, a tracker may be characterized

the features may be different, geometrical characteristics of

may be completely distinct.

i.e. its Tracker Definition calculated by using a character

optically detectable features 108 , the spatial arrangement of
the optically detectable featuresmay vary, etc . These known
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differences can further be used , in addition to the Golden

Tracker Definition 2502 , in the characterization and/ or veri
fication operations executing on the computing unit 104 , for

example , to improve efficiency, speed or robustness of the

operations.
10149 ) Apractical example of how a Golden Tracker 2106

may be used in a sterile environment (such as an operating
room ) involves two nurses, one of whom is a sterile nurse
assisting the surgeon during a surgical procedure and can
handle the sterile tracker 106 (that is part of a localization
system being used in the same operating room ). The second

304 and sensor mounting locations 306 . The optical sensor

102 is moved from one sensor mounting location 306 to
another to capture image data 2506 for characterization or
verification .

[0152] Reference is now made to FIG . 23 which illustrates

a characterization system 2300 . System 2300 comprises
Golden Tracker 2106 , tracker 106 , optical sensor 102 , com

puting unit 104 , and a platform 2306 . Golden Tracker 2106
and tracker 106 are attached to one another. Optical sensor

102 is coupled for communication with computing unit 104

and optical sensor 102 is mounted (attached ) to platform

nurse , a non -sterile nurse , can handle the non -sterile Golden

2306 . The tracker 106 comprises a base 2302 and theGolden

Tracker 2106 . Each nurse may respectively place the tracker

Tracker 2106 comprises a base 2304 that allow it to be

106 and Golden Tracker 2106 on a surface . The optical

attached to another mount . Such attachment means include

sensor 102 ( that is optionally a part of the localization

magnets, springs, mating threads, cam -locks, etc . The

may move the optical sensor 102 such that it is aimed at both

attachment must be rigid . When using magnets as the
attachment means , the magnets of the tracker 106 may be

moved during characterization or verification), operations

an indirect attachment between the trackers . The adapter,

system ) may be sterile or non - sterile ; the respective nurse

trackers, and capture image data . Since the spatial relation
ship between the trackers is fixed (i.e . the trackers are not

executing on a computing unit 104 can determine a Tracker

Definition 806 for the tracker 106 or verify its accuracy

against a known Static Tracker Definition 204 using the
difference in pose of the Golden Tracker 2106 from one
vantage point of the optical sensor 102 to another. An

exemplary operation is described in the paragraphs below .

[0150 ] The characterization system described in the

example above may optionally comprise a characterization

jig with at least two tracker mounting locations to attach the
tracker and Golden Tracker respectively . Two objects are

" attached ” when both are in contact with each other to form
a connection and there is a holdingmechanism to enforce the

complementary to allow a direct attachment to the Golden
Tracker 2106 . Alternatively , an adapter may be used to allow

with known geometrical dimensions , may have a first side
comprising complementary magnets to attach the tracker

106 , and a second side comprising complementary magnets

to attach the Golden Tracker 2106 . The use of the adapter
may require the operations executing on the computing unit

104 to be modified accordingly .
[0153] In the example of FIG . 23 , the Golden Tracker
Definition 2502 (see too FIG . 25 ) includes the spatial
relationship between the optically detectable features 108
and the base 2304 of the Golden Tracker. This is referred to

as the Golden Tracker Base Geometry 2920 ( see too FIG .

29 ) in this document. When the tracker 106 and Golden
102 may be attached to a sensor mounting location 306 on

connection . The attachmentmay be rigid and removable , for

Tracker 2106 are attached to each other, the optical sensor

virtue of the type of mechanism used for attachment, for

a characterization jig or on a platform 2306 and image data

example , selectively removable . Itmay also be repeatable by
example , a kinematic mount. The jig may be made entirely

from multiple vantage points may be captured by moving

of sterilisable materials to allow use in sterile environments .
The optical sensormay be handheld or attached to additional
sensor mounting locations on the jig or attached to separate

the optical sensor 102 . Using image data and the Golden

the tracker 106 and Golden Tracker 2106 instead ofmoving
Tracker Definition including the Golden Tracker Base

platforms to capture image data of the trackers while each

Geometry , the unknown Tracker Definition 806 may be

tracker is attached to a respective tracker mounting location .
The optical sensor may capture at least one image from each
vantage point to provide input for the characterization
operations . At least two vantage points must be used to

tracker 106 i.e. the spatial relationship of the optically

capture the image data . With the trackers being separated by
a fixed spatial relationship by virtue of the fixed tracker
mounting locations , the computing unit executes instruc
tions to optimize values for the Tracker Definition using the

Golden Tracker Definition and image data.
[0151] Reference is now made to FIG . 22A of a system
2200A comprising a characterization jig 2202 with at least
two tracker mounting locations 304 and a fixed spatial
relationship between the tracker mounting locations while

calculated . In this configuration , the resulting Tracker Defi
nition 806 also includes a Tracker Base Geometry for the
detectable features of the tracker 108 to the base of the

tracker 2302
[0154 ] Calculating a Tracker Base Geometry of the tracker
106 may also be done by attaching each of the tracker 106
and Golden Tracker 2106 to a trackermounting location 304
respectively on a characterization jig 2202 , 2204. The spatial
relationship between the two tracker mounting locations 304
(also referred to as the Inter Tracker Mount Spatial Rela

tionship ) must be known for this variation of the embodi
ment. Using image data of both the tracker 106 and the

the optical sensor 102 is handheld . One of the two trackers

Golden Tracker 2106 , the Golden Tracker Definition that

is the Golden Tracker 2106 with a known Golden Tracker
Definition and the other is the tracker 106 with an unknown
Tracker Definition 806 . The optical sensor 102 is in com

Inter Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship 802 , characteriza

munication with a computing unit 104 and is used to capture

a plurality of images of the trackers from a variety of

vantage points or multiple viewing angles . A person skilled
in the art will appreciate that for greater accuracy , a larger

number of images may be captured during optimization .

FIG . 22B illustrates a system 2200B comprising a charac

terization jig 2204 with multiple tracker mounting locations

further comprises a Golden Tracker Base Geometry , and the

tion operations can calculate the Tracker Definition 806 and

the Tracker Base Geometry for the tracker (e. g. by perform
ing optimization operations ).
[0155 ] The Inter Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship 802

may be stored in memory 206 as a numerical representation
of the relative poses between the mounting locations repre
sented as rotation matrices , quaternions , euler angles , trans
lational vectors , Cartesian distances etc. The characteriza
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tion jig may bemanufactured to meet a specific Inter Tracker

Mount Spatial Relationship 802 , and the same spatial rela

tionship may be accessible to the computing unit 104 . For
example , the numerical representation of this spatial rela

various vantage points of the optical sensor 102). The

operation further solves 2614 for a Tracker Definition 806
using the matched marker locations of the tracker 2612 and
the difference in the vantage point from which each image

tionship may be data stored in memory 206 , preferably in a

was captured ( i. e . the relative pose of the Golden Tracker

manner that prevents or reduces the possibility of deletion .

between each image ) 2618 . Persons skilled in the art will

There may be an identifier such as a barcode, QR -code ,

understand that this is an exemplary operation , and that there

URL , etc . on the characterization jig itself that identifies the
Inter Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship 802 . The identifier

may be a variety of operations that can be executed to

depict a user method 2400A and a corresponding computer

10159 ) Similar to characterization , FIG . 27 illustrates a
workflow 2700 where a tracker is assessed for accuracy with
respect to a Static Tracker Definition 204 . In addition to the
Golden Tracker Definition 2502 , the method further utilizes
the Static Tracker Definition 204 to optimize the received
image data 2506 and assess the accuracy of the tracker. It is
possible that for some surgical applications, deviation of a
tracker 106 from a Static Tracker Definition 204 is unac

may be read using the optical camera 102 and used to look
up the Inter Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship 802 that is
stored in memory 206 or remotely on a network .
[0156 ] Reference is now made to FIGS. 24A and 24B that
implemented method 2400B to calculate a Tracker Defini
tion 806 using the systems described above. A workflow

executing on the computing unit 104 instructs the user to
place the tracker 106 and Golden Tracker 2106 in a fixed
positional relationship 2402 to each other by attaching to
each other, placing on flat surface 2102 or attaching to a

characterization jig . The user may then initiate capture of
image data by the optical sensor 102 from multiple vantage

points 2404 . The computing unit 104 receives image data of
the tracker 106 and the Golden Tracker 2106 from the

optical sensor 102 , 2404 . The computing unit 104 executes
instructions to optimize and calculate the Tracker Definition

806 for the tracker using the Golden Tracker Definition .

[0157 ] FIG . 25A depicts the method 2500A as a block

diagram of the inputs into characterization operations 2504

to calculate a Tracker Definition 806 . Using image data 2506
from the camera 102 and the Golden Tracker Definition
2502, characterization operations 2504 can optimize and
calculate the Tracker Definition 806 . The Tracker Definition

806 may further be used as an input to localization opera
tions 2508 to calculate the pose of the tracker 210 as in the

method 2500B illustrated in FIG . 25B or be displayed to a

user on a display unit 1206 .
[0158 ] An exemplary method 2600 of characterization
operation using the Golden Tracker 2106 is shown in FIG .
26 . The figure describes multiple stages of the characteriza
tion operation 2504 . First, image data 2506 (comprising
multiple 2D images of the tracker and Golden Tracker

appearing together) is received from the camera 102 and

processed 2606 to discern the optically detectable features
108 ( e . g ., markers ) in each image . The locations of each

perform such calculations .

ceptable . Through verification operations 2702 , the method

may generate a Tracker Assessment Parameter 1006 to

quantify this deviation . This parameter may then be used by
determine whether the tracker 106 being used is accurate or
the computing unit 104 during a localization procedure to

not. Some of the examples of how the Tracker Assessment

Parameter 1006 is presented could be a Boolean flag , a

single numerical value or multiple numerical values asso
ciated with how closely the Tracker Definition 806 matches
the Static Tracker Definition 204 , etc.
[0160] FIGS. 28A and 28B illustrate a user method 2800A
and a corresponding computer implemented method 2800B
to assess the tracker. A workflow executing on the comput
ing unit 104 instructs the user to place the tracker 106 and

the Golden Tracker 2106 in a fixed positional relationship
2802 . The usermay then initiate capture of image data 2506
by the optical sensor 102 from multiple vantage points 2804.
The computing unit 104 receives image data 2506 of the
tracker 106 and the Golden Tracker 2106 from the optical

sensor 102 , 2804. The computing unit 104 executes instruc

tions to optimize and verify the accuracy of the tracker 106

with respect to the Static Tracker Definition 204 using the

Golden Tracker Definition 2502 , 2808 .
0161 ] If the tracker 106 and the Golden Tracker 2106 are

attached to each other and the Static Tracker Definition 204
includes the Static Tracker Base Geometry (i. e. the spatial
relationship between the optically detectable features 108
and the base of the Static Tracker), and the Golden Tracker

optically detectable feature , also called the marker locations
2608 , in an image are used in the next stage where the
operations create a correspondence between an optically

Golden Tracker 2106 and tracker 106 is required to assess

detectable feature of one image and the same feature in a

FIG . 29 is a block diagram that depicts an exemplary method

Base Geometry is known, only one image comprising the

the accuracy of the tracker 106 . Reference is now made to

markers between each image , each marker is also classified
to determine whether it is part of the Golden Tracker 2106

2900 of performing the verification operations 2702 . Image
data 2506 is processed 2906 to identify the location of the
markers 2908 in the image data 2506 . Using the Static

may be performed by optimizing subsets of matched mark

and the marker locations 2908 , the marker locations are then

the Golden Tracker Definition 2502 fits two subsets of
matched markers, the characterization operation may con

markers and the golden tracker markers, respectively 2912.

clude that the Tracker Definition 806 is identical to the
Golden Tracker Definition 2502 , thus reflecting a scenario

tracker markers and the golden tracker markers 2912, the

second image , and so on 2620 . In addition to matching

or the tracker 106 , 2610 . For example , this classification
ers for a best fit with the Golden Tracker Definition 2502. If

Tracker Definition 204 , the Golden Tracker Definition 2502

classified 2910 to determine the location of the tracker
The actual pose is calculated 2914 using the location of the

static tracker definition 204 and the golden tracker definition

where the tracker 106 and Golden Tracker 2106 have an

2502 . The expected pose is calculated 2916 using the static

the matched marker locations of theGolden Tracker 2612 to

known static tracker base geometry 2918 and the golden
tracker base geometry 2920 A Tracker Assessment Param

identical physical geometry . If not, the operation further uses

calculate the pose of the Golden Tracker 2106 between the

various images 2616 (thus computing a difference in the

tracker definition 204 , the golden tracker definition 2502 , the

eter 1006 is generated by comparing an expected relative
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pose between the Golden Tracker 2106 and the tracker 106 ,
and an actual relative pose 2922 .
[0162] Expanding further on the previously described
example of use in the operating room , the sterile nurse
assisting the surgeon during the operation can handle the
tracker 106 and the characterization jig 2202 , 2204 . The
second , non - sterile nurse can handle the non - sterile Golden

described embodiments herein . There is described a system
comprising: a characterization jig comprising a base, at least

two tracker mounting locations and a pivot leg, the pivot leg
having a first end that attaches the pivot leg to the charac

terization jig and a second end having a pivot point; and a

computer - readable storage device storing instructions

which , when executed on a computing unit, configure the

Tracker 2106 . The non -sterile nurse can attach the Golden

computing unit to : receive a first set of articulation images
of a tracker from an optical sensor attached to a sensor

304 on the characterization jig 2202 , 2204. This character
ization jig 2202 , 2204 may be configured to allow both the

mounting location when the tracker is attached to a first

Tracker 2106 to one of the two tracker mounting locations
tracker 106 and Golden Tracker 2106 to be attached to the
characterization jig 2202 , 2204 simultaneously without
compromising the sterility of the tracker 106 ( i. e . there is no

risk of contaminating the tracker 106 ) while allowing the
tracker 106 and the Golden Tracker 2106 to appear in the
field of the view of the optical sensor 102. For example , the
characterization jig 2202 , 2204 may have a tracker mounting

location 304 on each end of its length for both the tracker

106 and the Golden Tracker 2106 such that the mounting

locations 304 are separated by a sufficient distance to avoid

contact between the tracker 106 and Golden tracker 2106
( the distance not being so large that either the tracker 106 or

the Golden Tracker 2106 falls outside of the field of view of
the optical sensor 102 ). For example , as shown in FIGS. 30A

and 30B the characterization jig 3000 may be a flat plate

intended to be used vertically such that there is a tracker
mounting location 304 on each side ( e . g . opposite faces of
the jig ), etc . It may not be necessary to obtain image data
2506 with both the tracker 106 and the Golden Tracker 2106
in the field of view simultaneously .

[0163] It is contemplated that the optical sensor 102 may
capture image data 2506 serially by capturing a primary
image of the tracker 106 attached to a mounting location 304
and a secondary image of the Golden Tracker 2106 attached

to another mounting location 304 while the optical sensor
102 is positioned at a given vantage point. Such use avoids
any possibility of contamination while the tracker 106 and

Golden Tracker 2106 are attached or removed from the

mounting locations 304 on the characterization jig 3000 and
the method of use may be repeated to capture image data
2506 from multiple vantage points . The tracker 106 may
then be characterized or verified using the image data 2506

tracker mounting location on the characterization jig and the

characterization jig is pivoted about the pivot pointwhile the

pivot point is mated with a first matingmember of a surface ;

receive a second set of articulation images of the tracker
location when the tracker is attached to a second tracker
from the optical sensor attached to the sensor mounting

mounting location on the characterization jig and the char
acterization jig is pivoted about the pivot point while the

pivot point is mated with a second mating member of the

surface ; and calculate at least one of: A ) a Tracker Definition
that comprises a Tracker Base Geometry using knowledge
that the first set of articulation images and the second set of
articulation images are of the tracker being articulated about
the pivot point, a spatial relationship between the first
tracker mounting location and the second tracker mounting
location , a Pivot Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship , the

first set of articulation images and the second set of articu
knowledge that the first set of articulation images and the
second set of articulation images are of the tracker being
articulated about the pivot point, a spatial relationship
between the first tracker mounting location and the second
tracker mounting location, a Pivot Tracker Mount Spatial
lation images , and B ) a Tracker Assessment Parameter using

Relationship , the first set of articulation images , the second
set of articulation images , and a Static Tracker Definition

comprising a Static Tracker Base Geometry .
[0166 ] The first set of articulation images and the second
set of articulation images may each comprise at least four
distinct images of the optically detectable features of the

tracker.
10167] The pivot feature and at least one of the firstmating
member and the second mating member may further com
prise a magnetic component to allow a magnetic connection

and the Golden Tracker Definition 2502 by instructions

between them .

[0164 ] These methods of use where the Golden Tracker

[0168 ] The first mating member and second mating mem
ber may be coincident.

Sterilization may reduce the accuracy of the Golden Tracker

second mating member may be provided on a sterilization

executing on the computing unit 104 .

2106 does not have to be sterilized may be advantageous.

2106 . This method of use further allows non - sterilisable
materials to be used to manufacture theGolden Tracker 150 .
In addition , some of the design limitations of a tracker 106

meant for use in localization do not apply . For example , the
Golden Tracker 2106 may be made of cheaper materials in
order to reduce costs . Alternatively, it may be manufactured
using more expensive optically detectable features 108 if
that lends higher accuracy to themeasurements derived from

Tracker Characterization and Verification with Pivotal Char
acterization Jig
[0165 ) Systems, methods and components for tracker
characterization and verification using a pivotal character
ization jig are predominantly described with reference to
FIGS. 1 - 2 , 6 , and 31- 39C though it will be understood that

there is some overlap with concepts, etc . to earlier or later

[0169] At least one of the first mating member and the

tray containing medical instruments for use in a surgical
[0170 ] The characterization jig may comprise an identifier
to identify the spatial relationship between the first tracker
mounting location and the second tracker mounting location
of the characterization jig . The identifier may be readable by
the optical sensor.
[0171 ] The characterization jig may comprise an identifier
procedure .

to identify the Pivot Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship .
The identifier may be readable by the optical sensor.

[0172 ] The characterization jig may be made entirely of

sterilisable material.

f0173 ] The instructionsmay configure the computing unit
to calculate the Tracker Assessment Parameter and provide

it to a display unit.
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[0174 ] The instructions may configure the computing unit

to calculate the Tracker Assessment Parameter and the

that comprises a Tracker Base Geometry using knowledge

that the first set articulation images and the second set of

system may further comprise a display unit to display the

articulation images are of a tracker being articulated about

Tracker Assessment Parameter .
[0175 ] User instructions may be displayed to a user on a
display unit.

mounting location and the second mounting location , a Pivot

[ 0176 ]. The instructions may configure the computing unit
to calculate the Tracker Definition and the computer read

able storage device may further comprise instructions to
measure a pose of an object attached to the tracker using the

Tracker Definition . The object may be a surgical tool.
[0177] There is described a system comprising : a charac

terization jig comprising a base and at least two tracker

mounting locations; an optical sensor enclosed in a shroud
and placed within a clamp, the shroud and the clamp having
respective mating surfaces, and a computer - readable storage
device storing instructions which , when executed on a

computing unit , configure the computing unit to : receive a

the pivot point, a spatial relationship between the first
Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship , the first set of articu
lation images and the second set of articulation images; and
B ) a Tracker Assessment Parameter using knowledge that
the first set articulation images and the second set of
articulation images are of the tracker being articulated about

the pivot point, a spatial relationship between the first

mounting location and the second mounting location , a Pivot

Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship , the first set of articu
Static Tracker Definition . The first set of articulation images
and the second set of articulation images may each comprise
at least four distinct images of the optically detectable
features of the tracker.
lation images, the second set of articulation images , and a

sensor when the tracker is attached to a first tracker mount

0179 ] The method may further comprise providing, by
the computing unit, at least one of the Tracker Definition or

ing location on the characterization jig and the optical sensor
and shroud is articulated within the clamp , receive a second

localization procedure .

set of articulation images of the tracker from the optical

[0180 ] There is described a characterization jig compris

first set of articulation images of a tracker from the optical

sensor when the tracker is attached to a second tracker

mounting location on the characterization jig and the optical
sensor and shroud is articulated within the clamp ; and

calculate at least one of: A ) a Tracker Definition that
comprises a Tracker Base Geometry using knowledge that
the first set articulation images and the second set of

articulation images are obtained from the optical sensor

being articulated about a center of the clamp , a spatial
relationship between the first tracker mounting location and
the second tracker mounting location , the first set of articu

lation images and the second set of articulation images ; and

B ) a Tracker Assessment Parameter using knowledge that
the first set articulation images and the second set of
articulation images are obtained from the optical sensor

being articulated about the center of the clamp, the spatial
relationship between the first tracker mounting location and

the second tracker mounting location , the first set of articu

the Tracker Assessment Parameter as calculated for use in a

ing a base, the base having a top side and a bottom side, the
top side comprising at least two tracker mounting locations
and the bottom side comprising a pivot leg , the pivot leg

further comprising a first end to attach to the bottom side of
point aboutwhich the characterization jig can be articulated .
the characterization jig and a second end comprising a pivot

[0181] In the characterization jig, the first end of the pivot

leg may be a hinge joint movable in one degree of freedom

and the bottom side has a slot customized to accommodate
a length of the pivot leg .

[0182 ] This document describes two systems— one for

localization and the other for characterization . It is to be
understood that these may be distinct systems that utilise the
samehardware such as the optical sensor to capture images
and the computing unit to execute instructions. These sys

tems may also be distinct systems that use different hard

lation images , the second set of articulation images, and a

ware . It is also possible that these distinct systems commu

Static Tracker Definition comprising a Static Tracker Base
Geometry. The first set of articulation images and the second
set of articulation images may each comprise at least four

nicate with each other to present a seamless user experience
but optionally utilise the same hardware . Alternatively , the

distinct images of the optically detectable features of the

localization system . For example , the characterization sys

tem may be used as part of quality control at a manufactur
ing site while manufacturing a localization system for use in

tracker.

[0178] There is provided a computer implemented method

comprising the steps of: receiving, by a computing unit, a
first set of articulation images of a tracker from an optical
sensor attached to a sensor mounting location when the
tracker is attached to a first tracker mounting location on a
characterization jig comprising a base , at least two tracker
mounting locations and a pivot leg , the pivot leg having a
first end that attaches the pivot leg to the characterization jig
and a second end that has a pivot point, and the character
ization jig is pivoted about the pivot point while the pivot
point is mated with a first mating member of a surface ;

receiving, by the computing unit, a second set of articulation

images of the tracker from the optical sensor when the
tracker is attached to a second tracker mounting location on

the characterization jig and the characterization jig is piv
oted about the pivot pointwhile the pivot point is mated with

a second mating member of the surface; and calculating, by
the computing unit, at least one of: A ) a Tracker Definition

characterization system may be used separately from the
a surgical setting. The hardware and software used to

characterize the tracker may be completely distinct.
[0183 ] A characterization and /or verification system

described below uses images of a tracker comprising opti

cally detectable features that were obtained from the optical
sensor while either the optical sensor or tracker is articulated
about a geometrical constraint that allows a computing unit

to execute operations to calculate the value of the Tracker

Definition or Tracker Assessment Parameter.

[0184 ] In one such example of a characterization system ,
the localization system such as the optical sensor (e.g ., a

a characterization jig may be used with the components of
camera ) and the tracker with optically detectable features
( e . g ., markers ). The camera may be the same hardware used

for localization or may be a part of a computing unit or

laptop e .g ., a webcam on a laptop . The camera may be
attached to a platform .
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[0185 ] The characterization jig comprises a rigid base with

etc. The characterization jig comprising the pivot leg may be

a top side and a bottom side , a pivot leg with two ends, and

manufactured to meet a specific Inter Tracker Mount Spatial

both are in contact with each other to form a connection and
there is a holding mechanism to enforce the connection . The
attachment may be rigid and removable, for example, selec

computing unit. For example, the numerical representation
of the spatial relationships may be data stored in memory,
preferably in a manner that prevents or reduces the possi

at least two mounting locations on the top side upon which
a tracker can be attached . Two objects are " attached ” when

tively removable . It may also be repeatable by virtue of the
type ofmechanism used for attachment, for e .g ., a kinematic
mount.

[0186 ] The pivot leg is a shaft- like attachment ( temporary
or permanent) to the jig and has two ends. A first end
attaches the pivot leg to the bottom side of the jig , opposite
the top side of the jig that comprises tracker mounting
locations. A second end comprises a pivot point (e .g . a tip )
such that the entire characterization jig can be articulated
about the point. In this document, " articulate” is a verb
referring to the movement of an object ( or a part of it) within
a constraint such that the movement is restricted about a

Relationship and / or Pivot Tracker Mount Spatial Relation

ship . The same spatial relationships may be accessible to the

bility of deletion . There may be an identifier such as a
barcode , QR -code , URL , etc . on the characterization jig

itself that identifies the relationships . The identifier may be

read using the optical sensor and used to look up the

relationships that are stored in memory or remotely on a
network .
[0190 ] To characterize the tracker of verify the accuracy of
the tracker, the camera captures images specifically for
characterization (also called “ articulation image data ” in this

document) of the tracker when the tracker is attached to the
tracker mounting locations on the characterization jig , and
the jig is articulated about the pivot point of the pivot leg .

the pivot leg to the jig are contemplated . For example , the

Using known spatial relationships of the characterization jig
( such as the Inter Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship and

leg may be attached to the jig as a hinge jointmovable in one

that the articulation image data is obtained while the jig is
pivoted about the pivot point, the computing unit can

degree of freedom and foldable into a slot customized to

execute instructions to calculate a Tracker Definition or a
Tracker Assessment Parameter. When articulated about a

single center of rotation . Multiple methods of attachment of

pivot legmay be a standalone piece that is attached to the jig
using a helical thread running around the first end ; the pivot

accommodate the length of the pivot leg , the slot being

located on the bottom side of the characterization jig ; there

the Pivot Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship ) and knowing

point, a person skilled in the art will understand that a

may be a strong magnetic connection between the first end

minimum of four distinct images during each articulation

of the pivot leg and the bottom side of the characterization
jig to allow a user to articulate the jig about the pivot point

will be required in order to calculate a center of a sphere . The

without slippage , etc .
[ 0187 The jig may be made of sterilisable material to
allow use within an operating room or any such sterilized

characterization and verification processes are further
described below .
[0191 ] Reference is now made to FIG . 31 that illustrates
the characterization jig 3100 with the pivot leg 3104 com

environment. The geometry of the characterization jig is

prising a pivot point 3106 affixed to the rigid base 3102 . The
pivot leg 3104 is further configured to mate with a mating

shape , size , features etc . of the characterization jig are
known since the jig may be manufactured under strict

member on a rigid surface . The mating member on the rigid
surface may be such that a user can access it repeatedly to
articulate the characterization jig 3100 .
[0192 ] The characterization jig 3100 is not to be limited to
the examples shown above. For example , a surgical probe
with a tip may be articulated about the tip within a hemi
spherical divot on the surface . In addition to its utility in the
process of tracker characterization , the probe may have
additional utility for navigation or localization . The probe
may provide a first mounting location 304 for the tracker
106 . A second mounting location 304 may be provided by a
separate attachment to the probe that attaches in a fixed and
repeatable manner to form a characterization jig 3100 with
a known Inter Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship 802
between the mounting locations and a known Pivot Tracker
Mount
Spatial Relationship .
UU
[0193] Reference is now made to FIG . 32 showing a
configuration of a system 3200 using the characterization jig

known to the computing unit. This implies that the physical
tolerances . The characterization and / or verification opera

tions described herein utilize known spatial relationships
[0188 ] These known spatial relationships or any of the

between the various components of the characterization jig .

other geometrical characteristics of the jig may be pre
loaded into the memory of the computing unit of the
characterization system (e . g . as a hard - coded value , as a 3D
model, etc. ) and used in the calculation of the Tracker
Definition or the calculation of a Tracker Assessment Param

eter to verify of the accuracy of a tracker with respect to a
Static Tracker Definition . The Tracker Assessment Param

eter may be displayed to a user on a display unit. Using this
configuration of the jig , the computing unit may optionally

calculate a Tracker Base Geometry (i.e. how the optically

detectable features relate to the base of the tracker) as part
of the Tracker Definition . It may also be possible to verify

the accuracy of the tracker with respect to the Static Tracker

Definition that comprises a Static Tracker Base Geometry .

[0189 ] An Inter Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship (i.e.
tions on the jig ) and a Pivot Tracker Mount Spatial Rela
the spatial relationship between two tracker mounting loca

tionship (i.e . the spatial relationship between any one of the
tracker mounting locations and the pivot point on the second

end of the pivot leg of the jig ) may be stored in memory as
a numerical representation of the relative poses between the

mounting locations represented as rotation matrices, quater
nions , euler angles, translational vectors , Cartesian distances

3100 with at least two tracker mounting locations 304 and
the pivot leg 2104 as an example for clarity . The pivot point
3106 of the pivot leg 2104 is mated with thematingmember

3202 on the rigid surface 3204 . A user attaches the optical

sensor 102 ( e .g .: a camera ) to a sensor mounting location
306 or platform 2306 . The optical sensor 102 is in commu

nication with a computing unit 104 . The computing unit 104
may provide corresponding user instructions. The sensor

mounting location 306 or platform 2306 may optionally be
on the same rigid surface 205 as the mating member 3202 .

The spatial relationship between the sensor mounting loca
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tion 306 or platform 2306 and the mating member 3202 is
not required to be known to the computing unit 104 . The
user attaches the tracker 106 to the tracker mounting loca

tions 304 on the characterization jig 3100 and articulates the

characterization jig 3100 while the tracker 106 is within a
field of view of the optical sensor 102. Reference is now

made to FIG . 33 depicts the configuration of a system 3300

where the characterization jig 3100 is being articulated

while the pivot point 3106 is mated with the mating member
3202 on the rigid surface 3204 . As the characterization jig
3100 is articulated within the mating member 3202, the
optical sensor 102 captures articulation image data.
[0194 ] In further variations of this configuration of the

system , the mating member 3202 and the pivot point 3106
may each comprise a magnetic component to allow the
mating member 3202 and the pivot point 3106 of the
characterization jig 3100 to mate magnetically . This allows
a repeatable and stable mating connection between the

mating member 3202 and the characterization jig 3100 . The

magnetic force may further assist a user in keeping the pivot
point 3106 engaged with the mating member 3202 during

articulation, thus potentially reducing errors introduced due
to slippage of the pivot point 3106 within the mating
member 3202 while articulating. The mating member 3202

may be provided on a sterilization tray containing medical
instruments for use in a surgical procedure . The pivot leg
2104 and the mating member 3202 should be interpreted as
broadly as possible. For example, while FIG . 32 depicts the
pivot leg 2104 of the characterization jig 3100 and the
mating member 3202 as a part of the rigid surface 3204 , the

locations or geometrical shapes of these components may be
reversed such that the characterization jig 3100 comprises

the mating member 3202 and the pivot leg 2104 is attached
to the rigid surface 3204 . This would allow the character
ization jig 3100 to be stationary while the surface 3204 ( for
example , in the form of a rectangular tray with a sensor

mounting location 306 ) is articulated about the pivot point

[0196 ] There may be multiple mating members 3202
available for use such that the characterization jig 3100 is
placed within a first mating member 3202 to obtain a first set
of articulation images , and a second mating member 3202 to
obtain a second set of articulation images . It is not necessary

to use the samemating member 3202 since the Pivot Tracker

Mount Spatial Relationship 3612 is known . The first and
second mating members 204 may optionally be coincident

as shown in the figures of this document.

[0197 ] The sensor mounting location 306 and the tracker
mounting locations 304 may be reversed such that there are
two sensor mounting locations 306 on the characterization

jig 3100 (in which case , the tracker 106 must be stationary

while the articulation image data is captured ). This may be
advantageous where the tracker 106 does not have a base
2302 ( e . g ., if the tracker 106 is integrally formed with a

tool), or where multiple trackers 106 are to be simultane

ously characterized . The instructions executing on the com
puting unit 104 may be modified accordingly such that the

calculated result includes the spatial relationship between
the optical sensor 102 and its base, in addition to the Tracker

Definition 806 ( excluding Tracker Base Geometry ). The
calculation of this spatial relationship of the optical sensor

102 may further be useful in scenarios where the optical
sensor 102 is attached to a tool. When the spatial relationship

between an effector of a tool and the sensor attachment

location is known and / or accessible to the computing unit

104 during navigation , the computing unit 104 may perform

navigation with respect to the effector of the tool. FIGS.

35A - 35D illustrate a group of sensor systems ( 3500A ,

3500B , 3500C , 3500D ) where an optical sensor 102 is
attached to various tools, including a probe 1612 , a robot
manipulator 3502 , a broach handle 3504 and a calibration

tool 3506 respectively .
[0198 ] The computing unit 104 may comprise multiple ,

3106 .

distributed processing units ( e . g . characterization may be

[0195 ] Reference is now made to FIGS . 34A and 34B . In

operative localization may be carried out by another com
puting unit 104 ). It will be evident to those skilled in the art

a method of use and a corresponding computer implemented

method to obtain a Tracker Definition 806 , a camera 102 is

carried out on one computing unit 104 , whereas intra

rigidly attached to a sensor mounting location 306 and

what data must be transferred between the various comput

connected to a computing unit 104. In a first step 3402: A

user attaches a tracker 106 (with an unknown Tracker

methods described herein . Tracker characterization or veri

characterization jig 3100 ; The user mates the characteriza

prior to each localization procedure that uses a tracker 106 .
A person skilled in the art will appreciate that the level of

Definition 806 ) to a first mounting location 304 on the

tion jig through its pivot leg 203 within a mating member

3202 on a rigid surface 3204 and articulates the character

ization jig 3100 , while the tracker 106 is in a field of view

of the camera 102 . The computing unit 104 receives a first
set of articulation images 3406 . In a second step 3404 : The
user then attaches the tracker 106 to a second tracker
mounting 304 and articulates the characterization jig 3100

while the tracker 106 is in the field of view of the camera

102 . The computing unit 104 receives a second set of
articulation images 3408 . Knowing that both sets of articu

ing units 104 to enable the functionality of the systems and

fication may be performed on an ad - hoc basis as part of
routine maintenance of trackers 106 , or may be performed

accuracy ofmeasurements will improve with an increase in

the number of mounting locations 306 for the camera 102

and the corresponding articulation image data captured by

the camera 102 .

[0199 ] Reference is now made to FIG . 36A which illus
determine the Tracker Definition 806 of the tracker 106 .
trates the method 3600A and the flow of information to

lation image data is obtained by articulating the character

Using the methods described above to obtain articulation
image data 3602, characterization operations 3604 may

ization jig 3100 about a fixed point, and using both sets of
articulation image data , the Inter Tracker Mount Spatial
Relationship 802 , and the Pivot Tracker Mount Spatial

Mount Spatial Relationship 3610 and the Pivot Tracker

Relationship 3612 , the computing unit 104 executes instruc
tions to calculate a Tracker Definition 806 for the tracker 106

calculate the Tracker Definition 806 using the Inter Tracker

Mount Spatial Relationship 3612 , for example , by optimiz

ing for the Tracker Definition 806 using the spatial relation
ships as constraints. FIG . 35B illustrates the output of a

using characterization operations 3410 . This Tracker Defi -

characterization operation 3604 being used in localization

nition 806 may also comprise a Tracker Base Geometry .

operations 3608 to calculate a pose of a tracker 210 . As
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mentioned previously , the characterization jig 3100 may be
configured as a probe 1612 that has utility in localization as
well .

[ 0200 ] A exemplary method 3700 of the characterization
operation 3604 is shown in FIG . 37 for clarity . First,

articulation image data 3602 (comprising image sets of
articulation images of the tracker 106 when the tracker is

coupled to the characterization jig 3100 and the character
ization jig 3100 is articulated about the pivot point 3106 ) is
received from the camera 102 and processed 3706 to iden
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Mount Spatial Relationship 3612 provide optimization con
straints. The operations may determine whether the Tracker
Definition 806 comprising Tracker Base Geometry of a
given tracker 106 is within a prescribed tolerance of the
Static Tracker Definition 204 comprising Static Tracker

Base Geometry 2918 . The operations may further calculate
a Tracker Assessment Parameter 1006 to quantify the devia

tion of the Tracker Definition 806 from the Static Tracker

Definition 204 . FIG . 38B illustrates a system where the

output of a verification operation 3802 being used in local

tify the location of the optically detectable features 3708

ization operations 3808 to calculate pose of a tracker 210 .
The localization operations 3808 may use or discard the

characterization jig 3100 may be arbitrary with respect to

Static Tracker Definition 204 , depending on the Tracker
Assessment Parameter 1006 .
[0202] In another example of a characterization system ,

(e.g.,markers ) in each image. Note: The articulation of the
direction /magnitude, or there may be some guidance pro
vided to a user by the computing unit 104 to ensure that the
articulation image data 3602 has the appropriate character
istics ( e . g . number of images , angular span , direction , mag
nitude , etc .) to allow the computing unit 104 to execute

instructions to accurately solve for the Tracker Definition

806 . The operation also generates and maintains an intra

the optical sensor is articulated instead of the tracker
attached to the jig . The optical sensor 102 is enclosed within

a spherical shroud 1604 and clamp 1602 as illustrated in
FIGS . 39 A - 39C . The optical sensor 102 ( secured within the
shroud 1604 ) may be articulated by virtue of its shape within

image setmarker correspondence 3710 such that across each
image in the articulation image set 3602 , the optically

the constraints of a geometry of the shroud 1604 and clamp
1602 . For example , if the outer surface of the shroud 1604

detectable features 108 are associated with the same physi

and the inner surface of a clamp 1602 have curved mating
surfaces (which curves define portions of a sphere ), the

cal feature . Several methods for generating and maintaining
the intra -image set marker correspondence 3710 may be

optical sensor 102 will be articulated about a geometrical

used , and are evident to those skilled in the art. This process
is repeated for each articulation image set 3602 . The marker
locations 3708 of each optically detectable feature 108 , as

point that corresponds to the center of the sphere i.e . the

well as the intra - image setmarker correspondence 3710 are

used in the next stage where , in conjunction with the Pivot

Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship 3612 (i.e . how any one

tracker mounting location 304 spatially relates to the pivot

point 3106 of the characterization jig 3100 ), the Inter

Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship 3610 i.e . how the
tracker mounting locations 304 spatially relate to each other )
and the knowledge that the articulation image sets 3602 are

of a tracker 106 (attached to a characterization jig 3100 )

being articulated about a pivot point 3106 , the Tracker
Definition 806 is calculated 3712. The calculation of the
Tracker Definition 806 ( i. e . how the optically detectable

features of the tracker 106 relate to each other ) may include
calculation of the Tracker Base Geometry (i.e . how the

optically detectable features 108 of the tracker relate to the
base of the tracker 2302 ). This calculation may utilize
optimization routines where the unknown Tracker Definition
806 is being optimized , based on the marker locations 3708

in the articulation image sets 3602 , the intra -image set

center of the clamp 1602 . As seen in system 3900 illustrated

in FIG . 39C , the movement of the optical sensor 102 and
unit 104 to obtain articulation image data 3602 of the tracker
106 . The tracker 106 may be attached to tracker mounting
locations 304 on a characterization jig 3902 sequentially to
obtain articulation image data 3602 . The tracker mounting
locations 304 may be provided by a characterization jig 160
with a known Inter Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship 802 .
shroud 1604 within the clamp 1602 allows the computing

Knowing that the articulation image data 3602 is obtained

by articulating about a point, the system may be used to

execute characterization operations 3604 to determine the
Tracker Definition 806 of the tracker 106 using the articu

lation image data 3602, the Inter Tracker Mount Spatial

Relationship 802 and the spatial relationship between the

point ( for e . g . , the center of the clamp ) and at least one of
the tracker mounting locations 304 . This spatial relationship

is analogous to the Pivot TrackerMount SpatialRelationship

3612 of the previous embodiment where the characterization
jig 3100 comprises the pivot leg 2104 . The calculated
Tracker Definition 806 comprises the Tracker Base Geom
etry of the tracker 106 which describes how the optically

marker correspondence 3710, and further utilizing the Pivot
Tracker Mount Spatial Relationship 3612 , the Inter Tracker

detectable features 108 of the tracker 106 spatially relate to

Mount Spatial Relationship 3610 and the knowledge of the
articulation being about a fixed point as optimization con

useful in scenarios where there is a desire to know how the

straints . To solve for the Tracker Definition 806 , it may be

necessary to simultaneously solve for the inter -image set

marker correspondence 3710 .
[ 0201] Reference is now made to FIG . 38A where there is
illustrated the method 3800A and flow of information

through verification operations 3802 to determine the accu
racy of a tracker 106 with respect to a Static Tracker

Definition 204 . For example , verification operations 3802

the base of the tracker 2302. As discussed above , this is

tracker 106 spatially relates to an object that it is attached to ,

through its base 2302 such that the localization system can

provide relevant spatial measurements of the object.
Tracker Characterization with Inertial Sensor
[0203] Systems, methods and components for tracker
characterization using an inertial sensor are predominantly

described with reference to FIGS. 1 - 2 , 6 , and 40A - 46 though

may be set up as optimization operations thatminimize error

it will be understood that there is some overlap with con
cepts , etc ., to earlier or later described embodiments herein .

between the articulation image data 3602 and a Static
Tracker Definition 204 further comprising a Static Tracker

storage device storing instructions and /or data which , when

Base Geometry 2918 ( if applicable ). The Inter Tracker

Mount Spatial Relationship 802 and the Pivot Tracker

There is provided a system comprising : a computer-readable

executed on a computing unit, configures the computing unit

to : receive a first image of a tracker from an optical sensor
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at a first vantage point and a first inertial measurement from
one or more inertial sensors , wherein the one or more inertial

sensors are co -registered to the optical sensor and wherein

the first image and first inertial measurement are obtained by
the respective optical sensor and one or more inertial sensors

when the tracker is at a resting position in a field of view of

the optical sensor ; receive a second image of the tracker

from the optical sensor at a second vantage point and a
second inertial measurement from the one or more inertial

sensors , wherein the second image and second inertial
measurement are obtained by the respective optical sensor
and one or more inertial sensors when the tracker is at the
resting position in a field of view of the optical sensor; and

calculate at least one of: a Tracker Definition using the first

image , the second image and a difference in orientation in at

least 2 DOF between the first vantage point and the second

vantage point; and a Tracker Assessment Parameter using
the first image, the second image, the difference in orienta
tion in at least 2 DOF between the first vantage point and the
second vantage point, and a Static Tracker Definition .

[0204 ] The computing unit may be further configured to
calculate the difference in orientation in at least 2 DOF
between the first vantage point and the second vantage point
using the first inertialmeasurement and the second inertial
measurement.

0205 ] Each of the one or more inertial sensors comprises
any of an accelerometer , a gyroscope and a magnetometer.

[0206 ] The computing unit may be configured to : calculate

a Tracker Definition ; calculate a Tracker Base Geometry

sensor and one or more inertial sensors when the tracker is

at the resting position in a field of view of the optical sensor ;

and calculating , by the computing unit , at least one of: a
Tracker Definition using the first image , the second image
and a difference in orientation in at least 2 DOF between the
first vantage point and the second vantage point; and a
Tracker Assessment Parameter using the first image , the
second image , the difference in orientation in at least 2 DOF

between the first vantage point and the second vantage point
and a Static Tracker Definition .
[0214 ] The method may further comprise calculating the

difference in orientation in at least 2 DOF between the first
vantage point and the second vantage point using the first
inertial measurement and the second inertial measurement.

[0215 ] There is provided a system comprising: a com
data which , when executed on a computing unit , configures
the computing unit to : receive a first image of a tracker from
an optical sensor at a first vantage point and a first inertial
puter- readable storage device storing instructions and /or

measurement from one or more inertial sensors , wherein the
one or more inertial sensors are co - registered to the optical

sensor and wherein the first image and first inertial mea
surement are obtained by the respective optical sensor and

one or more inertial sensors when the tracker is at a resting
position in a field of view of the optical sensor; and calculate
a Tracker Assessment Parameter using the first image , the

first inertial measurement, the resting position of the tracker,

and a Static Tracker Definition .
0216 The data stored by the computer readable storage

using the first image , the first inertial measurement, the

device may comprise the Static Tracker Definition . The

second image , the second inertial measurement and the
resting position of the tracker; and provide the Tracker Base
Geometry for use in a localization procedure .

Static Tracker Definition may comprise a Static Tracker

Base Geometry.

[0217 ]. The computing unit may be further configured to

[0207 ] The computing unit may be configured to provide

provide the Tracker Assessment Parameter for use in a

one of the Tracker Definition and the Tracker Assessment
Parameter for use in a localization procedure .

localization procedure .

T0208 ]. The computing unit may be further configured to

provide user instructions to move the sensor apparatus from
the first vantage point to the second vantage point for display

on a display unit .
[ 0209] The computing unit may be configured to calculate
the Tracker Assessment Parameter and is further configured
to provide the Tracker Assessment Parameter for display on
a display unit. The system may further comprise the display
unit to display the Tracker Assessment Parameter .

[0210 ] The system may further comprise the tracker.
[0211] The system may further comprise the optical sen

sor.

[0212 ] The system may further comprise the one or more

inertial sensors .
[ 0213 ] There is provided a computer- implemented method
comprising: receiving, by a computing unit , a first image of
a tracker from an optical sensor at a first vantage point and
a first inertial measurement from one or more inertial
sensors , wherein the one or more inertial sensors are co

[0218 ] The computing unit may be further configured to
provide user instructions to capture the first image for

display on a display unit.
[0219 ] The computing unit may be further configured to

provide the Tracker Assessment Parameter for display on a

display unit .
[0220 ] The system may further comprise a display unit to

display the Tracker Assessment Parameter.
[0221] There is provided a computer - implemented method

comprising: receiving , by a computing unit , a first image of

a tracker from an optical sensor at a first vantage point and
a first inertial measurement from one or more inertial
sensors, wherein the one or more inertial sensors are co

registered to the optical sensor and wherein the first image

and first inertialmeasurement are obtained by the respective

optical sensor and one or more inertial sensors when the

tracker is at a resting position in a field of view of the optical
sensor ; and calculating , by the computing unit, a Tracker
Assessment Parameter using the first image , the first inertial
measurement, the resting position of the tracker, and a Static

registered to the optical sensor and wherein the first image

Tracker Definition .

and first inertialmeasurement are obtained by the respective
optical sensor and one or more inertial sensors when the
tracker is at a resting position in a field of view of the optical

[0222 ] This document describes two systems— one for

sensor; receiving , but the computing unit , a second image of

localization and the other for characterization . It is to be

2
understood
that these may be distinct systems that utilise the
same hardware such as the camera to capture images and the

the tracker from the optical sensor at a second vantage point

computing unit to execute instructions. These systemsmay

and a second inertial measurement from the one or more

also be distinct units that use different hardware . It is also

inertial sensors , wherein the second image and second

inertial measurement are obtained by the respective optical

possible that these distinct systems communicate with each
other to present a seamless user experience but optionally
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utilise the samehardware. Alternatively, the characterization
system may be used separately from the localization system .
For example , the characterization system may be used as
part of quality control at a manufacturing site while manu

trated in FIG . 40B , the tracker 106 is placed on a flat surface
4006 such that its optically detectable features are facing up .
[0226 ] FIGS. 41A and 41B illustrate a user method 4100A

The hardware and software used to characterize the tracker

and a corresponding computer implemented method 4100B
to calculate a Tracker Definition 806 . A workflow executing
on the computing unit 104 instructs the user to capture a first

performed on an ad -hoc basis as part of routine maintenance

image of a tracker 106 from an optical sensor 102 and a first

of trackers , or may be performed prior to each localization

tered with the optical sensor 102 from a first vantage point

facturing a localization system for use in a surgical setting .

may be completely distinct. Tracker characterization may be
procedure that uses a tracker.

[0223] In an embodiment to calculate a Tracker Definition ,

the sensor apparatus further comprises one or more an
inertial sensors , in addition to the optical sensor. The inertial
and optical sensors are co - registered to each other, i. e . the
coordinate frame of the optical sensor ( in which optical

measurements are calculated ) is known to the computing
unit with respect to the coordinate frame of the inertial
sensor (in which inertial measurements are calculated ). This
can be done through a suitable calibration method , several of

inertial measurement from an inertial sensor 4004 co -regis

4102 . The user is then instructed to capture a second image

of a tracker 106 from an optical sensor 102 and a second
inertial measurement from an inertial sensor 4004 co -regis

tered with the optical sensor 102 from a second vantage

point 4104 . The computing unit 104 executes instructions to
receive the optical and inertial measurements from a co
registered optical sensor and inertial sensor 4106 , 4108 .

Using the optical measurements in combination with a
difference in orientation in at least 2 DOF between each

which are known in the art . Each of the one or more inertial

vantage point derived from the inertial measurements , the
computing unit 104 is able to calculate a Tracker Definition

etc . As an example , this document describes the use of an

Definition 806 comprises the spatial relationship between

sensors may be an accelerometer, gyroscope , magnetometer ,

accelerometer as the inertial sensor to provide inertial mea

surements with respect to gravity .
[ 0224 ] Reference is now made to FIGS. 40A and 40B
illustrating two configurations of a system 4000A , 4000B
using the sensor apparatus 4002 comprising a camera ( opti
cal sensor) 102 and an accelerometer ( inertial sensor ) 4004 .
The sensor apparatus 138 is connected to a computing unit

104 . The sensor apparatus 138 may be handheld as it is
moved to various vantage points around a tracker 106 such

that the view of the tracker 106 is substantially different
from each vantage point. A person skilled in the art will

appreciate that the sensor apparatus 138 is moved steadily to

each vantage point in order to avoid any unexpected and
random movement introduced by a user that may affect the
accuracy of measurements . From each vantage point, the
computing unit 104 is provided image data and inertial

measurements required for characterization . The tracker 106
is placed in a resting position such that an unoccluded view

of the optically detectable features 108 of the tracker 106 is

seen from the optical sensor 102 . The tracker 106 must

remain in the same resting position while multiple optical

and inertial measurements are captured . A minimum of two
images and two corresponding inertial measurements 4206
from two different vantage points are required for this

configuration to calculate a Tracker Definition 806 . How
ever , a person skilled in the art will understand thatmultiple

optical and inertialmeasurements may be used to improve
accuracy . The inertialmeasurements 4206 are used as inputs
into characterization operations 4204 to determine a differ
ence in orientation in at least 2 DOF between the vantage
points 4618 , along with corresponding optical measurement

at the same timestamp, in order to calculate a Tracker
Definition 806 for the tracker 106 .

[0225 ] If a Tracker Base Geometry is to be calculated , the

806 for the tracker 106 , 4110 . This calculated Tracker

the optically detectable features 108 of the tracker.

[0227 ] FIG . 42 illustrates a system 4200 using a block

diagram to show the inputs into a characterization operation

4204 to calculate a Tracker Definition 806 comprising
optical measurements 4202 and inertialmeasurement 4206

captured by a sensor apparatus 138 comprising an optical
sensor 102 and an inertial sensor 4004 . FIG . 43 further
illustrates a system 4300 using a block diagram depicting the

Tracker Definition 806 (and optionally, the Tracker Base
calculate a pose of the tracker 210 . This diagram also
illustrates the optical sensor 102 providing optical measure
ments 4202 for characterization operation 4204 and a real
time feed of camera images 202 for localization operations
Geometry ) being used in localization operations 4308 to

4308.

[0228 ] It is possible that for some surgical applications ,

deviation ( e . g. by more than a threshold amount of a tracker
106 from a Static Tracker Definition 204 is unacceptable .
The system may generate a Tracker Assessment Parameter

1006 to quantify this deviation . This Tracker Assessment

Parameter 1006 may then be used by the computing unit 104

during a localization procedure to determine whether the

tracker 106 being used is accurate or not. Some of the
examples of how the Tracker Assessment Parameter 1006 is
presented could be a Boolean flag , a single numerical value

or multiple numerical values associated with how closely the

Tracker Definition 806 matches the Static Tracker Definition

204, etc . FIG . 44 illustrates a system 4400 as a block
diagram to show the inputs into a verification operation 4402
to calculate the Tracker Assessment Parameter 1006 that is

used to verify the accuracy of a tracker with respect to a
Static Tracker Definition 204 . The Tracker Assessment
Parameter 1006 may simply be presented to the user ( e .g .: on

tracker 106 may be placed in a known resting position with

a display unit 1206 ) to allow the user to make further

respect to the inertial measurement of gravity e . g .: tracker

decisions. The accuracy of a tracker can be verified by

106 may be placed upright on a rigid surface 4006 through
its base as illustrated in FIG . 40A . Using the additional

comparing its calculated Tracker Definition 806 to a Static

Tracker Definition 204. A tracker may also be verified by

knowledge of the resting position of the tracker with respect

comparing actual optical measurements 4202 (in combina

to the inertial measurements 4206 , the computing unit 104
may calculate the Tracker Base Geometry in addition to the

tion with a change in orientation in at least 2 DOF between
each vantage point calculated using the inertial measure

Tracker Definition 806 . In an alternative configuration illus

ments 4206 ) with expected opticalmeasurements calculated
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using a Static Tracker Definition 204, and further based on
the change in orientation in at least 2 DOF between each

vantage point 4618 .
[0229 ] In the exemplary configuration illustrated in FIG .
40A , the computing unit 104 may only require a single
inertial measurement 4206 , the corresponding optical mea
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a computer-readable storage device storing instructions

which , when executed on

a computing unit, configure the computing unit to :

receive a first image of the tracker such that the tracker
appears in a field of view of the optical sensor when

one of the tracker and the optical sensor is attached

surement 4202 , and the known resting position of the tracker
106 with respect to the inertial measurement 4206 to verify

to a first of the plurality ofmounting locations on the

Tracker Definition 204 . The computing unit 104 may further

receive a second image of the tracker such that the

Tracker Base Geometry 2918 , if provided . FIG . 45 illus

sensor when at least one of the tracker and the optical
sensor having been attached to the first mounting

operations 7308 to calculate a pose of the tracker 210 .
[0230] FIG . 46 depicts an exemplary method 4600 of the

mounting locations on the characterization jig and

the accuracy of the tracker 106 with respect to the Static

verify the accuracy of the tracker 106 with respect to a Static

trates a system as a block diagram depicting the Tracker
Assessment Parameter 1006 being used in localization

characterization jig and another of the tracker and the
optical sensor is attached to a platform ;

tracker appears in the field of view of the optical

location is attached to a second of the plurality of

the other of the tracker and the optical sensor is

identify the optically detectable features ( e . g ., markers ) 108
of the tracker 106 in each image . The locations of each

attached to the platform ; and
calculating at least one of:
a tracker definition using the first image, the second
image , and a spatial relationship between the first
of the plurality of mounting locations and the
second of the plurality of mounting locations; and

optically detectable feature , also called the marker locations
the operations create a correspondence between an optically

the second image , the spatial relationship between
the first of the plurality of mounting locations and

characterization operation 4204 . The figure describes three
stages of the characterization operation 4204 . First, optical

measurements 4202 ( comprising multiple 2D images ) are

received from the optical sensor 102 and processed 4606 to

4608 , in all the images 4202 are used in the next stage where

detectable feature of a first image and the same feature in a

second image , and so on 4610 . Meanwhile, the inertial
measurements 4206 from the inertial sensor 4004 are used
by the orientation calculator 4616 to calculate a difference in
the orientation in at least 2 DOF between each vantage point

from where a corresponding image was captured 4618 .

Using this difference and the matched marker locations
4612 , the operation solves 4614 for a value for a Tracker

Definition 806 . Persons skilled in the art will understand that
this is an exemplary operation , and that there may be a
variety of operations that can be executed to perform such
calculations .

[ 0231] Accordingly , it is to be understood that this subject

matter is not limited to particular embodiments described ,
and as such may vary . It is also to be understood that the

terminology used herein is for the purpose of describing
particular embodiments only , and is not intended to be

limiting.

[0232 ] As will be apparent to those of skill in the art upon
reading this disclosure , each of the individual embodiments
described and illustrated herein has discrete components and
features which may be readily separated from or combined
with the features of any of the other several embodiments
without departing from the teachings herein . Any recited

method can be carried out in the order of events recited or

in any other order which is logically possible.
[0233] Various embodiments have been described herein

with reference to the accompanying drawings . It will , how
ever, be evident that various modifications and changes may

a tracker assessment parameter using the first image,

the second of the plurality of mounting locations,
and a static tracker definition .

2 . The system of claim 1 wherein the plurality of mount

ing locations on the characterization jig are configured to
receive optical sensors.
3 . The system of claim 2 wherein the characterization jig
provides the platform for the tracker.
4 . The system of claim 1 wherein the plurality of mount
ing locations on the characterization jig are configured to
receive trackers .
5 . The system of claim 4 wherein the characterization jig
provides the platform for the optical sensor.
6 . The system of claim 5 further comprising the optical
sensor, the optical sensor configured to attach to the platform
for the optical sensor on the characterization jig .
7 . The system of claim 1 wherein the characterization jig
comprises an identifier to identify the spatial relationship
between at least the first and the second of the plurality of
mounting locations of the characterization jig .

8 . The system of claim 7 wherein the identifier is readable
by the optical sensor.
9 . The system of claim 1 wherein the characterization jig
is made entirely of sterilisable material.
10 . The system of claim 1 wherein the characterization jig
is configured as a part of a lid of a tray of medical
instruments.

11 . The system of claim 1 wherein at least one of the first

or the second of the plurality of mounting locations on the

characterization jig is in a different plane than the other

be made thereto , and additional embodimentsmay be imple

mounting locations .

disclosed embodiments as set forth in the claims that follow .

configure the computing unit to calculate the tracker assess

mented , without departing from the broader scope of the

1. A system comprising:
a characterization jig comprising :
a base ; and

a plurality of mounting locations on the base, each

mounting location configured to selectively receive
an optical sensor or a tracker; and

12 . The system of claim 1 wherein the instructions

ment parameter and provide it to a display unit.

13 . The system of claim 1 wherein at least one of the
tracker definition and the tracker assessment parameter is
provided for a localization procedure .
14 . A computer -implemented method comprising :

receiving , by at least one computing unit , a first image of

a tracker appearing in a field of view of an optical
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attached to a first mounting location on a characteriza

optical sensor and the tracker for intra -operative localization
with respect to an anatomy of a patient.

locations and another of the tracker and the optical

ment parameter is calculated and wherein themethod further

sensor when one of the tracker and the optical sensor is

tion jig comprising a base and a plurality of mounting

sensor is attached to a platform ;

receiving , by the at least one computing unit, a second
image of the tracker when the one of the tracker and the
optical sensor having been attached to the first mount
ing location is attached to a second mounting location
on the characterization jig such that the tracker appears

in the field of view of the optical sensor and the other
of the tracker and the optical sensor is attached to the
platform ; and

calculating, by the at leastone computing unit, at least one
of:

a tracker definition using the first image , the second
image , and a spatial relationship between the first
mounting location and the second mounting loca
tion ;

and
a tracker assessment parameter using the first image ,

the second image, the spatial relationship between
the first mounting location and the second mounting

location, and a static tracker definition .

15 . The method of claim 14 wherein the tracker definition
is calculated and wherein the method further comprises

providing spatialmeasurements based on a pose between the

16 . The method of claim 14 wherein the tracker assess

comprises providing the tracker assessment parameter to a

display unit.
17 . The method of claim 14 wherein at least one of the

tracker definition and the tracker assessment parameter is
provided for a localization procedure
18 . A computer- implemented method comprising :
receiving, by at least one computing unit, a first image of

the tracker when the tracker is attached to a first of the

plurality of mounting locations on a characterization jig
comprising a plurality ofmounting locations when the
tracker is appearing in the field of view of the optical

sensor attached to a platform ;

receiving , by the at least one computing unit , a second
image of the tracker when the tracker is attached to a
second of the plurality of mounting locations on the

characterization jig when the tracker is appearing in the
field of view of the optical sensor attached to the
platform ; and
calculating, by the at least one computing unit, a tracker
base geometry using the first image, the second image
and a sensor tracker mount spatial relationship .
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